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Abstract 
The thesis examines a way in which the performance of the robot electric actuators can be 
precisely and accurately force controlled where there is a need for maintaining a stable 
specified contact force with an external environment.  It describes the advantages of the 
proposed research, which eliminates the need for any external sensors and solely depends 
on the precise torque control of electric motors. The aim of the research is thus the 
development of a software based control system and then a proposal for possible inclusion 
of this control philosophy in existing range of automated manufacturing techniques. 
 
The primary aim of the research is to introduce force controlled behaviour in the electric 
actuators when the robot interacts with the environment, by measuring and controlling the 
contact forces between them. A software control system is developed and implemented on a 
robot gantry manipulator to follow two dimensional contours without the explicit 
geometrical knowledge of those contours. The torque signatures from the electric actuators 
are monitored and maintained within a desired force band.  
 
The secondary aim is the optimal design of the software controller structure. Experiments 
are performed and the mathematical model is validated against conventional Proportional 
Integral Derivative (PID) control. Fuzzy control is introduced in the software architecture 
to incorporate a sophisticated control. Investigation is carried out with the combination of 
PID and Fuzzy logic which depend on the geometrical complexity of the external 
environment to achieve the expected results. 
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Terminology and Nomenclature used in the research work: 
 
qV   : q axis stator voltage 
   : flux linkage 
q   : q axis flux linkage 
iu  : Integral term 
iT  : integral time 
pK  : proportional gain 
 s : amplitude of stator flux linkage 
  convK  :constant used for force to torque conversion 
  d
 : the d axis flux linkage 
dI : d axis stator current 
dV : d axis stator voltage 
eT : electromagnetic Torque 
qI : q axis stator current 
 f : rotor flux linkage 
sR :stator resistance 
  L : stator self inductance and with the d and q subscripts represents inductances for those 
axes 
e :control error 
F : force exerted by the robot on the environment. 
du : derivative term 
dT  :derivative time 
0u  : nominal value of control variable 
pu  :Proportional term 
 P : number of poles 
   p : differentiation operator d/dt 
u : control variable  
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δ  : angle between stator and flux linkage 
ω : electrical angular velocity of the rotor 
*r
dsi
,
*r
qsi
, 
r
 : inputs to the inverse Park transform as described in Chapter 4 
 
*
ui
*
vi
*
wi
  : outputs to the inverse Clarke transform as described in Chapter 4
 
*
dsi
*
qsi
: inputs to the inverse Clarke transform as described in Chapter 4
 
r
dsi  
r
qsi  :outputs to the Park transform as described in Chapter 4 
qsi  dsi : inputs to the Park transform as described in Chapter 4 
dsi qsi
: outputs to the Clarke transform as described in Chapter 4
 
ui vi  : inputs to the Clarke transform as described in Chapter 4 
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Abbreviations: 
 
AC motor : Alternating Current Motor 
ADC :Analog to Digital Converter 
BIT: Bristol Institute of Technology 
B : Damping of the mechanical spring 
CAN: Controller Area Network 
CCS :Code Composer Studio Software environment 
CFRP : Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic 
CMM : Coordinate Measurement Machine 
CNC : Computer Numeric Control 
DAC :Digital to Analog Converter 
DC: Direct Current motor 
DSP : Digital Signal Processing 
FL: Fuzzy Logic 
FSV :Full Scale Value 
GPIO: General Purpose Input Output 
InFACT: Integrated Flexible Assembly Cell Technology 
IO: Input/Output port 
K : mechanical spring constant 
MIMO: Multi Input Multi Output 
P : Proportional controller 
PC: Personal Computer 
PI: Proportional Integral controller 
PID: Proportional Integral Derivative Controller 
PMSM: Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
PWM: Pulse Width Modulation 
RCC: Remote Centre Compliance 
SISO: Single Input Single Output system 
SPI: Serial Peripheral Interface bus 
TI: Texas Instruments 
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Thesis Structure and Summary 
 
 Chapter 1: Introduction:  
In this chapter, introduction of the research is described. Afterwards the 
motivations, research objectives of the presented work are explained to aid the 
reader. 
 Chapter 2: Literature Survey:  
This chapter explains the specific field of research to which this work relates to. It 
explains the justification and the inspiration of the work undertaken. The detailed 
explanation is carried out of the potential application areas of the proposed control 
philosophy. 
 Chapter 3: Mathematical representation of the PMSM: 
The mathematical representation of the PMSM is described in this chapter which 
forms the basis of the proposed control philosophy for the electric actuators. The 
chapter also describes the introduction of the force controlled behaviour in the robot 
joint drive actuators. 
 Chapter 4:  Development of the experimental setup: 
The chapter begins with the description of the experimental setup used in the 
research. It describes the data acquisition and interpretation of the controller signals. 
The calibration experiments related to force exerted on the environment and the 
motor current is described in this chapter. The initial basic development is explained 
with the aid of software flow charts for contour following experiments. 
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 Chapter 5: Development of PID Controller: 
This chapter gives an introduction and justification for the PID controller. The 
chapter then explains the modelling and implementation of the PID controller on the 
robot gantry experimental setup. The tests are conducted on the experimental setup 
for contour following applications.  
 Chapter 6: Development of Fuzzy logic controller: 
This chapter presents the justification for the introduction of Fuzzy controller in the 
software for torque control on the present experimental rig. The chapter describes 
the approach adopted in the design of the fuzzy controller. The fuzzy controller is 
designed and implemented on the experimental setup for torque control. The tests 
and results are presented and compared with PID controller. The research work is 
then focussed on the design of controller using both the PID and the fuzzy controller 
for interaction with complex geometrical contours. 
 Chapter 7: Main Contributions and Conclusions: 
This chapter presents the main contributions of the most salient points made 
throughout the thesis, along with the examination of how the work undertaken has 
addressed the issues raised in the research questions. 
 Chapter 8: Future Work: 
Fruitful ideas for future work are identified and are discussed further in this chapter. 
Some new areas are depicted- some are future-work while the rest are modifications 
of the existing research work. 
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 Appendices: 
The appendices provide an abundance of ancillary information for the project. 
Whilst the main chapters explore the theoretical background and results of practical 
tests, the appendices provide more practical aspects of the research such as the 
controller introduction and its operation and the entire software code for the 
undertaken research work. 
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Chapter 1 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction and Motivation of the Research 
 
Automation (ancient Greek:  self dictated) or industrial automation or numerical control is 
the use of control systems such as computers, to control industrial machinery and 
processes, reducing the need for human intervention [Dictionary Reference, 2008]. Robot 
automation plays an increasingly important role in industrial applications and global 
economy. Engineers strive to combine automated devices with mathematical and control 
tools to create complex systems for a rapidly expanding range of industrial applications. 
Robot automation improves quality, speed, production and cost. It has found numerous 
applications in material handling applications such as pick and place, packaging, and 
robotic assembly and manufacturing applications such as polishing, deburring, spot 
welding and grinding.  
  
Robotics has matured as a system integration engineering field defined by M. Bradley as 
“the intelligent connection of the perception to action”. Programmable robot manipulators 
provide the “action” component. A variety of sensors and sensing techniques are available 
to provide the “perception” of the interaction with the environment [Petriu et al, 2008]. 
The industrial robot applications such as cranking a wheel, twisting a screw or deburring a 
machined part require the robot end effector to physically interact with an external surface 
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or object. This interaction is aided with elastic pads or springs inserted in the robot end 
effector or sensors such as position sensors, vision sensors, force sensors, proximity 
sensors. The insertion of springs or elastic pads aids to limit the interaction forces between 
the robot end effector in order to avoid damage to the surface or object in deburring, 
polishing applications. The position, vision, force sensors are used to give feedback to the 
robot controller and therefore the controller can take appropriate actions to bring about the 
required motion in the electric actuators of the robot arm, and thereby in the robot structure, 
to attain the desired outcomes. 
 
There is an inherent disadvantage in the inclusion of the sensors in the robot controller 
structure. The acquisition, interpretation and utilization of the sensory information in the 
controller can affect the responsiveness of the robot to external changes. Another 
disadvantage is the cost and unsuitability to adapt to different working conditions. The 
different working environments also demand compliance in the traditionally stiff robot 
structures. This is important so that the interaction of the robot end effector with the 
environment can be controlled precisely and accurately. Compliance can be introduced in 
an active or a passive manner in the robot structure. The use of mechanical springs or 
elastic pads is termed as a passive manner of introducing compliance. This method has 
limited performance and lack of adaptability to different applications. The amalgamation of 
pneumatic system in the robot end effector introduces active compliance in the system but 
the cost, difficulty of control remains the main drawbacks. 
 
Robot applications such as grinding, surface finishing operation like deburring require the 
robot position control as well as force control and it becomes a complex Multi Input Multi 
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Output (MIMO) system. The research focuses on the inherent architecture of the robot 
without any additional or subordinate sensors connected to the robot. The aim is the precise 
and accurate control of the robot joint electric motors and introduction of active compliance 
in the system. The performance of the electric motor is varied in accordance with the 
environmental constraints. The motor current is used as an indicator for torque and shaft 
encoder data provides the necessary feedback information to enable motor control to be 
exercised. Thus the robot interaction with external object or surface is made programmable 
in real-time applications. The advantages are less cost, less acquisition and the utilization 
for the interpretation of force information and the varied performance based on external 
conditions or desired applications. 
 
The outcome of the research can be applied to processes such as assembly, grinding, 
deburring and potentially coordinate measurement systems. The experimental work is 
carried out on a permanent magnet synchronous motor. The experimental work can also be 
extended to both permanent magnet and brushless DC motors. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
 To develop a software based controlled behaviour in the joint electric actuator so 
that the interaction of the actuator, and thereby the robot, is made programmable in 
real time applications and to exhibit this behaviour when the robot interacts with the 
environment. 
 
 To develop and implement software architecture for a two dimensional contour 
following force control strategy based on the accurate torque control of the electric 
actuators of the robotic system. 
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 To engineer the robot force control system that will traverse two dimensional 
artefacts without previous geometrical knowledge and within a configurable force 
deviation tolerance range. 
 
 To design and validate control strategies such as the conventional PID control and 
fuzzy control to obtain a stable, accurate and reliable system; controller selection 
being based upon the optimum performance under various operating conditions. 
 
 To provide a survey of various research and manufacturing areas where this 
innovative control strategy can be applied. 
 
1.3 Adopted Research Strategy  
 
The experimental studies of the research are carried out on a robot gantry manipulator at 
the University of the West of England (UWE), Bristol. A generalised study and inspection 
is carried out on the rig. The electric actuator used in the research is a Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Motor (PMSM) but the control philosophy demonstrated is applicable to 
other electric actuators. The research is focused on automation of manual deburring 
although it can be extended to other applications. A broad literature survey is performed. 
 
An experimental study is also carried out with a force sensor connected to a robot arm and 
to compare its results with the proposed control philosophy. 
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Design and implementation of the controller and data acquisition boards is carried out and 
introductory experiments are conducted on the test rig for two dimensional contour 
following. Calibration experiments are performed on the experimental setup for torque-
force relationship. 
 
A two dimensional contour following robotic system based on torque control of the 
electric actuator is designed and implemented for surfaces with unknown geometry.  
The data acquisition, which included, current feedback is employed on practical 
experimental setup.  Contour following experiments were carried out on different surfaces 
with unknown geometry.  
 
Mathematical representation of the electric actuator is carried out and is validated on the 
rig to demonstrate force control behaviour in the real actuator. The force control of the 
actuator is made programmable so it exhibits active compliance. 
 
PID controller design and implementation is carried out to give a stable, reliable and 
repeatable robotic system. Simulation studies are performed and validated on the 
experimental setup. 
 
With an aim to incorporate control strategies for complex environments for automation 
applications like deburring, fuzzy control is considered and tested. A switching 
mechanism is developed between the conventional PID and fuzzy controller and, 
depending on the environment conditions; a combination of both the controllers can be 
used. 
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The research carried out is focussed on automation of robotic deburring but this research 
can be extended to various other robotic applications. Therefore, a detailed research 
survey was performed, to identify the possible application areas of the control philosophy. 
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Chapter 2 
2. Literature Survey 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
A robot is defined in many ways: "A reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator 
designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized devices through various 
programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks" [Robot Institute of 
America definition, 1979]. "An automatic device that performs functions normally 
ascribed to humans or a machine in the form of a human." [Webster Dictionary]. The first 
definition is restricted to what a robot manipulator is doing in a mechanical sense. The 
second definition is more general but still limited to what robots are supposed to do. 
 
The basic idea of a practical robot is to replace humans in repetitive, dangerous, or tiring 
tasks. As these repetitive, tiring jobs were found on production lines in industries, 
Industrial robots were the first real beings to enter our world as operating machines. Cars, 
electronic devices to consumer home appliances today are manufactured by automated 
machines or “industrial robot” that replace the common worker in the production line. 
 
An industrial robot manipulator is constituted of: 
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1. A mechanical structure or manipulator that consists of a sequence of rigid bodies 
(links) connected by means of articulations (joints); a manipulator is normally 
characterized by an arm that ensures mobility, a wrist that confers dexterity, and an end 
effector that performs the task required of the robot. 
2. Actuators that set the manipulator in motion through actuation of the joints, the motors 
employed are typically electric or hydraulic, and occasionally pneumatic. Actuators are 
needed to perform motion or manipulation in the external world. 
3. Sensors that measure the status of the manipulator and, if necessary, the status of the 
environment. 
4. A control system (normally a computer) that enables control and supervision of 
manipulator motion.[Sciavicco et al, 2000]. 
 
2.2 Literature review 
 
Traditional/Conventional industrial robotic tasks, which are generally related to 
manipulation or assembly, require only control of the position of the robot arm. The 
managing of the robot interaction with the environment by adopting a purely motion or 
position control strategy turns out to be inadequate for tasks like grinding, deburring or 
composite layouts. Implementation of all these tasks intrinsically necessitates that a robot, 
besides realizing the predisposed position, provides the necessary force to either 
overcome the resistance from the environment or to comply with the environment. Also, 
the unavoidable modelling errors and uncertainties in these applications may cause a rise 
of the contact forces ultimately leading to an unstable behaviour of the robot arm during 
the interaction [Zeng, 1997]. 
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During the early work on telemanipulation, the use of force feedback was introduced to 
assist the human operator in the remote handling of objects with a slave manipulator. 
More recent research has been conducted on cooperative robotic tasks have been 
implemented such as fingers of a dexterous robot hand where the robot force control is of 
crucial importance as it has to limit the exchanged forces and avoid squeezing of a 
commonly held object. Robot force control is used widely because autonomous field 
robots for heavy industry must be rugged and reliable. Force control in industrial robotics 
has been a key research area to increase robot performance and to introduce new 
functionalities for the last 30 years and has been documented in research articles. Also, in 
robot force feedback for deburring and grinding tasks and automated solutions have been 
proposed and implemented.  [Raibert and Craig, 1981, Siciliano and Villani, 2001, 
Brogardh, 2007 Lu et al, 1992 Aertbelien et al, 1999]  
 
Precise position and force control is required for applications such as assembly of 
precision-component systems, grinding and deburring. A classification of robot force 
control algorithms based on application of the relationship between position and applied 
force or between velocity and applied force, or the application of direct force feedback, or 
their combinations includes: 
 methods involving the relation between position and applied force; 
 methods applying the relation between velocity and applied force; 
 methods applying directly position and applied force: hybrid position / force 
control, and hybrid impedance control;  
 methods applying directly applied force feedback: explicit force control. 
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[Salisbury, 1980, 1982, Borrel, 1979, Whitney, 1977, 1987, Colbaugh, 1992, Mason, 
1981, Raibert, 1981] 
 
 The two basic approaches to force control are Hybrid and Impedance control [Hogan, 
1985]. Hybrid control [Raibert, 1981] is based on the decomposition of the workspace 
into purely motion controlled directions and force controlled directions. In Hybrid 
control, both a motion controller and a force controller are implemented but the force 
controller is given precedence.  The insertion of a peg in a hole can be achieved using 
hybrid force decomposition. The position error is changed proportionally to the equivalent 
force error in the working space first. This is transformed to joint torque error and then 
fed to the controller. The controller also compensates for the friction force. The force can 
be applied to a direction orthogonal to the position control [Raibert, 1981].  Impedance 
control is similar to pure position control where a desired velocity is commanded, except 
that the impedance of the robot is regulated to avoid excessive force build-up. Impedance 
control [Hogan, 1985] does not regulate motion or force directly but regulates the ratio of 
force to motion which is the mechanical impedance.  
 
Impedance control is robust while making contact with unknown surfaces. Hybrid control 
has to be divided into two modules: one for free space motion and the other for impact 
transition for dealing with unknown surfaces. The advantage of a hybrid controller over 
Impedance control is that the contact force can be regulated accurately [Hogan, 1985 
Schutter, 1997 Raibert, 1981 and Sung-Hyun Han, 1999]. In the presented work, Hybrid 
force controller has been used and the force and motion control strategies are separate in 
the control system architecture. 
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To achieve robot force control, the adoption of sensors is of crucial importance to achieve 
high-performance robotic systems. These are divided into two classes: proprioceptive 
sensors and heteroceptive sensors. The former are joint position, joint velocity and joint 
torque sensors which measure the internal state of the manipulator while the latter are 
force sensors, proximity sensors, range sensors and vision sensors that provide the robot 
with knowledge of the surrounding environment. The goal of these sensors is to extract 
features characterizing the interaction with environment, thus enhancing the degree of 
autonomy of the system. Sensing is particularly difficult because industrial environments 
are often dirty, dusty and noisy, both acoustically and electromagnetically. For these 
conditions, force sensing is one of the most appropriate technologies, because it is 
relatively insensitive to these factors, is well developed and economical. This force 
information is used for path modifications in the robot controller to achieve the desired 
operation [Sciavicco et al, 2000]. 
 
Robot interaction with the environment can be controlled by the inclusion of sensors 
which feedback the force data. The force signals are used in a path trajectory controller to 
make the required changes in the robot path. It is crucial to adhere to the required forces 
on the environment, otherwise too much force could damage the surface/environment or 
too little force could not give the desired results perhaps even losing contact with 
environment. One solution is to have a mechanical device (remote centre of compliance) 
interposed between the manipulator end effector and the environment which has high 
stiffness in one direction and high compliance in the other directions, which can avoid 
excessive force build-up. This is termed passive compliance. The disadvantages of this 
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method are rigidity of the device, cost, and failure to adapt to different environments. 
Therefore, another solution is preferred where the force acting on the environment can be 
monitored in real time and the robot can comply with either the desired trajectories or set 
force bands. This is active compliance [Siciliano & Villani, 2001]. 
 
Force sensors usually consist of an array of strain gauges which delineate the linear and/or 
rotational components of the vector force along the three/six axes of the sensor coordinate 
frames [Sponge, 1989]. Measurement of force and/or torque is usually reduced to 
measurement of the strain induced by the force (torque) applied to an extensible element 
of suitable features. Therefore, an indirect measure of force is obtained by means of 
measurements of small displacement. The basic component of a force sensor is the strain 
gauge which uses the change of electric resistance of a wire under strain. The strain gauge 
is constituted by a wire of low temperature coefficient. The wire is disposed on an 
insulated support which is glued to the element subject to strain under the action of stress. 
As dimensions of the wire change, they cause a change of electric resistance.  Design 
parameters are chosen in such a way that the resistance changes linearly in the range of 
admissible strain for the extensible element. To transform changes of resistance into an 
electric signal, the strain gauge is inserted in one arm of a Wheatstone bridge which is 
balanced in the absence of stress on the strain gauge itself. 
 
The sensor type which has gained a lot of industrial and academic attention is the six axis 
force/torque sensor. The sensor is used widely in industrial applications with increased 
product quality and reliability. However, the force sensors, in general, have some 
drawbacks. The programming and tuning methods need further development [Brogardh, 
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2007].The speed of response; in particular can have a significant effect on the efficacy of 
this approach. Also, force sensors are expensive, can be damaged whilst in operation. The 
force data from the sensor needs to be acquired, modified and then utilised in the 
controller structure which is difficult. Therefore, the precise utilisation of the force signal 
becomes a crucial issue in these applications; otherwise it may lead to robot actuator 
saturation or damaging the object/ work-piece.  
 
Some research in robot force control focuses on using the position feedback and relating 
the velocity with the force exerted on the environment. Thus, the position feedback is 
calibrated to force values exerted on the environment and, in real time applications, 
knowledge of the environment can be obtained by monitoring the robot position [Siciliano 
& Villani, 2001]. In [H. Kawasaki et al, 2006], research has also been carried out without 
using a force sensor but by observing the joint position and velocities of the robot arm. 
Thus, research has been conducted on force feedback without a force sensor.  
 
But in these researches, the inherent stiffness of the robot arm is not changed or altered. 
This makes sense in traditional position controlled robot systems where high stiffness 
reduces instability. But lower interface stiffness has advantages such as more accurate and 
stable force control and less damage during inadvertent contact. This alteration in the 
stiffness aids in the controlled interaction with the environment and improvement in the 
compliant interaction [Schutter et al, 1986]. 
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2.3 Introduction and Justification of the research undertaken 
 
Automation of manufacturing tasks like deburring and polishing require introduction of 
science into traditionally art based processes. The aim is to design and implement 
complex behaviour in the control structure. This is introduced in a robotic system or a 
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines by force control strategies. The force 
control methods can be broadly implemented as rigid structures and compliant structures. 
With conventional rigid structures/tools it is very difficult to control the interaction with 
an object/surface.  
 
Compliance is the ability of an object to yield elastically or in a spring like manner when 
subjected to a force. Compliance control is very important and it is normally introduced in 
the system with the addition of external sensors such as mechanical springs and 
pneumatic actuators which are unadoptable to different geometrically varying surfaces 
and difficult to control respectively.  
 
Adaptive force control is crucial during this interaction as the operation demands the 
alteration of the performance during the process execution. An example is the need for the 
increased grip force when pressing against a spring as more force is required as the spring 
is compressed. Another example of adaptive control is the application of more power to a 
motor to maintain a constant speed, as when a robot moves from a level ground to an 
incline or when it tries to move a heavy object. 
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This research aims to provide this type of adaptive compliant behaviour in an electric 
actuator attached to a mechanical system without the above mentioned external sensors. 
The goal of the research is the control of the electric actuator wherein a stable and 
specified contact force with the environment is to be maintained. The research work aims 
to develop this innovative approach by the control of electric actuators. Instead of 
generating this force data through a mechanical and rigid force sensor, force information 
can be obtained from the electric actuators (PMSM) driving the robot arm.  
 
Brushless AC servo drives are increasingly used in high performance positioning systems 
such as robots and manipulators because of their excellent parameters compared to 
conventional DC motors or induction motors. The power density of a PMSM is higher 
than the induction motor due to the fact that there is no stator power dedicated to magnetic 
field production. These motors are controlled by techniques such as Vector control. In this 
method, the position feedback from the motor rotor is required to transform the three 
phase variable into two phase axes frame in the synchronously rotating reference frame 
aligned with the rotor flux linkage vector. This is done to maximise the torque supplied by 
the motor. Research on the control and performance of PMSM has been carried out and 
documented in articles. [Schutter et al,1986, Kaewjinda, 2007 and Pillay et al, 1988, 1989, 
Vector control, NEC application notes, 2002]. Research has been done on the precise 
modelling and method of operation of PMSM [Pillay et al, 1988, 1989]. In [Hyungbinet 
al], the dynamic behaviors of a BLDC motor are analyzed, when the motor undergoes 
mechanical and electromagnetic interaction due to an air gap variation between the stator 
and rotor and thereby controlling the torque. 
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The motor current reflects the torque of the actuator and thereby the force of the system 
[Sponge et al, 1989]. The torque of the motor can be altered depending on the load on the 
system and hence the force exerted by the system. Thus, the motor current can be 
calibrated to reflect the force exerted by the manipulator on the environment. By 
achieving this, we are able to introduce active compliance in the system. The robot 
interaction with the environment can be made programmable and the force exerted can be 
changed. Thus, the electric actuator behaves as a programmable spring. The contact force 
depends on the robot joint actuator stiffness. The stiffness can be varied to yield elasticity 
or a spring like behaviour when a force is applied, thereby introducing compliance in the 
system.  Therefore, the need for an external force sensor is avoided.  
 
Using an adaptive controller for real time applications like grinding and deburring 
requires a powerful processor. Nowadays, the development of new materials, the 
improvement in the mechanical design of robot manipulators and faster microprocessors 
have highlighted the necessity of applying more sophisticated control algorithms in the 
new generation of industrial robotics [Siciliano and Villani, 2001]. An adaptive controller 
continuously tracks plant parameters and constantly, or periodically, modifies the 
parameters of the control system to provide optimum performance. To achieve this, a 
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is required. 
 
Significant research in intelligent and Adaptive control has been performed based upon 
the PID control, fuzzy control and neural network approaches. PID controllers are 
extensively used because of the advantageous properties they exhibit such as robustness, 
simplicity and accuracy. However, due to non-linearities whilst dealing with the 
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environment, sometimes the preferred solution is fuzzy control or neural networks, which 
aim to incorporate more complex behaviour and reasoning skills in the automation of 
robot operations to handle non-linearities. Fuzzy control has become a popular approach 
for performing the task of controller design because the human reasoning skills can be 
incorporated in the controller structure.  Therefore, fuzzy control is often applied to some 
ill-defined systems. This explains the current trend in the theoretical development to 
combine fuzzy control techniques with conventional PID control techniques to obtain 
adaptive fuzzy control.   
For example, in [Ahn et al, 2011] an online smart tuning fuzzy PID approach based on a 
robust extended Kalman filter for the development of high force control  precision is 
presented, where force or position control with high accuracy is exceedingly necessary. In 
[Hamit] a neurofuzzy controller has been used to linearlize the highly nonlinear sensor and 
motor output signals. 
 
In some cases, industrial robot operation demands high accuracy performance that is not 
achievable by using a conventional PID control. In [Kaitwanidvilai, 2004], the concept of 
switching between a PID controller and a neurofuzzy controller has been implemented on 
a pneumatic system. The experimental results have confirmed that the concept of 
multimode switching yields better results than classical control or the neurofuzzy 
controller acting alone. Research has been documented in articles. [Trusca, 2003, Burn, 
2003 Chang, 1999, Hassan, 2002]. 
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2.4 Application Areas 
 
Robot force control can be used for various robot automated operations like polishing, 
assembly and deburring. The automation of the preceding mentioned applications is often 
restricted because of the complexities associated with the applications. Therefore, in some 
cases, manual work option is still given precedence to automated operations. The research 
can be applied to these applications because the performance of the robot electric actuator 
can be varied in real time in accordance with the environmental constraints. This proposed 
control philosophy aims to include these complexities and non linearities in the adaptive 
control structure. 
 
Automated Deburring applications- 
A burr is a sharp and raised edge that is formed in several manufacturing processes such 
as milling, drilling, turning and other machining operations. These burrs have to be 
removed for ergonomic, aesthetic, and/or functional reasons. A small series of large 
components pose a problem and are most often manually cleaned with a grinding tool. 
Manual deburring techniques have disadvantages such as poor working conditions, 
production delays and inconsistent work quality. The robot should have a stable force 
control throughout the entire machining process. Automation normally requires the 
detailed knowledge of the environment beforehand. Automated robot deburring systems 
are becoming crucial as the cost of manual deburring can be around 30-35% of overall 
production costs [Murphy, 1990 Hsu, 2000].  Several problems prevent a breakthrough in 
this area which includes variations in the work piece position which are unavoidable 
without expensive clamping and fixtures systems. These specially designed clamping 
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systems cannot be used on small series of components. Due to the nature of the processes 
such as casting and forgings, work pieces commonly have high geometrical inaccuracies. 
These factors limit the use of traditional position controlled robots. Other sensors can be 
used to solve these problems. Force feedback is a good candidate, but its use necessitates 
specific control strategies that depend on the type and size of the burrs, the materials of 
the work-piece and grinding tool, and the task goals. 
 
The presented work has been researched and implemented and can be applied to robotic 
deburring. To achieve this goal, a cutting tool with a fixed spindle speed has to chamfer 
the part edges while undergoing contour-following motion. While driving the cutting tool 
to perform a deburring process, the deburring robot must implement two major motions. 
One motion applies a suitable chamfering force to the part‘s edges to remove the burrs 
while avoiding damage to the part. The other motion performs contour following. This 
ensures the cutting tool remains in contact with all the burrs over the chamfer by 
appropriate torque control. A heuristic deburring control policy can attain the desired 
chamfering force by controlling the feed-rate of the cutting tool. The heuristic policy 
simply consists of slowing down the feed-rate of the cutting tool when the encountered 
burr is large, and speeding it up if otherwise [Kazerooni, 1987, Lu et al, 1992 Hsu Feng-
Yi et al, 2000]. 
 
Most industrial robots rely on teach programming, a process that is tedious and time 
consuming. An alternative method uses Ccomputer-Aided Design (CAD) data and a 
representation of the robot’s environment to compute manipulator coordinates off-line. 
Unfortunately, robots usually have insufficient accuracy to use off-line programming 
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alone, and it is ineffectual without on-line modification. Finally, for a work piece with 
partially unknown contours, planning a trajectory may be infeasible.  An alternative 
approach could be to use accurate on-line trajectory teaching via the work piece’s surface 
geometry; a roller bearing, or a properly designed jig, is mounted on the robot end-
effector. However, these machines are very expensive and frequently cost too much to 
justify their use in a deburring applications. Also, the mechanism is more complex [Seng 
Chi-Chen et al, 1999, 2000]. 
 
Researchers have worked on automation of deburring and polishing on unknown 
geometrical contours. Research has been done in these industrial operations but a majority 
of them rely on the force signature from the additional mounted sensors on the end 
effector [Garcia et al,2008,  Seng Chi-Chen, 1999, 2000].  
 
Coordinate measurement machines- 
Another application is coordinate measuring machines. Coordinate measurement 
machines (CMM) also demand a precise and accurate force and position control of the 
component. The overall measurement time of the component can be reduced if the 
actuators are introducing the compliance rather than at the probe used on the end of the 
arm in CMM. The compliance behaviour in the electric actuators will allow a certain 
specified position error to develop between the probe and the component to be measured. 
This control philosophy can also been implemented in biomedical engineering research 
involving automation of surgical procedures.  
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Composite layout force control- 
The new Boeing B787 and Airbus A380 are seen as an indication of a step change in the 
use of composites in commercial aviation. The aircraft industry is undergoing a rapid shift 
to composite materials in the development programmes for new aircraft and is facing 
what it calls a ‘historic expansion of demand for such materials’. The use of reinforced 
plastic in aircraft has grown enormously since the early 1970. The challenge now is 
increasing the use of this composite material throughout the aircraft in order to increase 
durability, decrease weight (thus increasing fuel efficiency) [Airbus, 2007]. 
 
The composite material used in aircraft in layers, with adhesive applied in-between each 
layer.  The aerospace industry is producing composite material called Carbon Fibre Re-
enforced Plastic (CFRP) and a significant proportion of its manufacturing involves high 
precision work performed by skilled labourers. Segments of the fuselage and the other 
large artefacts are manufactured by existing robotic systems, but the more intricate, 
complex geometrical shapes (aerodynamics) are considered to be outside the robot 
capabilities. This is because the workers who perform these tasks possess skill, knowledge 
and experience that arise from the intimate involvement with the environment and 
involves very accurate force and position control. This is a complex non-linear, 
multivariate control environment [Airbus, 2007].  
 
The current research can be applied to these applications where compliance and stiffness 
of the system are real time programmable and aims to include complex behaviour in these 
automated robot operations. Thus, the presented research work focuses on the torque 
control in the electric actuators which is then applied to follow unknown geometrical 
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contours with desired force values. Therefore, this novel control philosophy which 
eliminates external sensors and also introduces spring-like behaviour in the electric 
actuator of a robot is very beneficial to these above mentioned applications.  
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Chapter 3 
 
3. Mathematical modelling of the electric actuator (PMSM) for 
the controlled interaction with environment 
 
Introduction 
 
There is a vital interface between electrical and mechanical engineering. Wherever 
mechanical motion is controlled by electronics, it is commonly referred to as a part of 
“Mechatronics” [Miller, 1989]. Mechatronics involves control of mechanical motion 
control systems in industrial, manufacturing and technological processes. The motion 
control systems aim to achieve the specified performance demanded by users and industrial 
standards in electric actuators [Lyshevski, 1999]. The electric actuator used in the research 
work is a PMSM which requires a sophisticated electronic control, called Vector Control.  
 
Motion control in Robotics is a long established and well understood field and forms the 
basis of most modern manufacturing technology. The demand for high accuracy and 
repeatability is traditionally achieved by employing high stiffness mechanisms with high-
fidelity sensors and control systems [Bigge et al, 2007]. 
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3.1 Mathematical representation of a PMSM 
 
The PMSM used in servo-mechanical systems is generally called “a brushless servomotor” 
or “brushless AC servomotor” [Kaewjinda et al, 2007]. As results of the progress in power 
electronics, software engineering, and materials, the PMSM, based on modern rare earth 
magnet variety, has become a serious competitor to the induction motor and conventional 
wound rotor synchronous motor. PMSM drives are used in many applications. They are 
receiving increased attention because of their high efficiency, and small size. The PMSM is 
preferred, in industrial servo applications, to the DC motor due to considerations of the 
cost, size, low maintenance, maximum speed, capability, and simplicity of design. The 
power density of a PMSM is higher than that of an induction motor with the same ratings, 
due to no stator power dedicated to the magnetic field production. For this reason, they 
have evolved into the preferred solution for speed and position control drives on machine 
tools and robots. They are used in applications which require rapid torque control and high 
speed operation [Zhong et al, 1997].  
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Figure 1: Permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) 
 
The PMSM, as shown in Figure 1, is a rotating electric machine where the stator is a classic 
three phase stator, like that of an induction motor, and the rotor has surface-mounted 
permanent magnets. In this respect, the PMSM is equivalent to an induction motor where 
the air gap magnetic field is produced by a permanent magnet. The use of a permanent 
magnet to generate a substantial air gap magnetic flux makes it possible to design highly 
efficient PM motors.  
 
For a common 3-phase PMSM, a standard 3-phase power stage is used. The same power 
stage is used for AC induction motors. The power stage utilizes six power transistors with 
independent switching. The power transistors are switched in the complementary mode. 
The sine wave output is generated using a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique. 
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A PMSM is driven by a sine wave voltage coupled with the given rotor position. The 
generated stator flux, together with the rotor flux, which is generated by a rotor magnet, 
defines the torque, and thus the speed of the motor. The sine wave voltage outputs have to 
be applied to the 3-phase winding system in such a way that the angle between the stator 
flux and the rotor flux is kept close to 90° to get the maximum generated torque. To meet 
this criterion, the motor requires electronic control for proper operation, called Vector 
Control. This is facilitated by the use of modern DSP and microcontrollers to attain the 
functionality, flexibility and reliability required for the accurate torque control in electric 
actuators. 
 
Vector control is easily understood by forming a mental image of the coordinate reference 
transformation process. If an AC motor operation is visualised from the perspective of the 
stator, a sinusoidal input current applied to the stator is observed. This time-variant signal 
generates a rotating magnetic flux. The speed of the rotor is a function of the rotating flux 
vector. From a stationary perspective, the stator currents and the rotating flux vector look 
like AC quantities.  
 
The picture is visualised being inside the motor and running alongside the spinning rotor at 
the same speed as the rotating flux vector generated by the stator currents. If the motor is 
observed from this perspective during steady state conditions, the stator currents look like 
constant values, and the rotating flux vector is stationary. 
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Ultimately, the aim is to control the stator currents to obtain the desired rotor currents 
(which cannot be measured directly). With coordinate reference transformation, the stator 
currents can be controlled like DC values using standard control loops. 
 
In vector control drives, the highly accurate position, derived from a position sensor, is 
required to transform the three variables of the three phases (abc) to the two variables (dq) 
in the synchronously rotating reference frame aligned with the rotor flux linkage vector.  
The stator flux linkages, voltage and electromagnetic torque equations in the dq reference 
frame are as follows: 
 
dqdsd pIRV    ………...……………………………………….……… (1) 
 
qV sR qI  qd p  ….……………...…………………………………… (2) 
 
  ddd IL …….………………………….…………………………...….… (3) 
 
qqq IL …………………………………….……………………….……...…. (4) 
 
The electromagnetic torque is given by the following equation for synchronous machines 
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Substituting Equations (3), (4) in (5), we have 
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In the above equation, the first term ( qI ) is called as the ‘magnet alignment torque’; and 
dL  and qL  have the same value and equal to L, the equation is reduced to, 
 
 
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The d axis current is kept near zero to maximise the torque of the motor and the angle 
between the stator, rotor flux linkages is kept 90° in order to maximise the torque output 
from the motor. The mathematical proofs for the angle between the stator and rotor flux is 
given in Appendix.  
 
From equation (7),  
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qe IT  …………………………………….……...……………………………... (8) 
 
The torque is directly proportional to the q axis current. 
 
The torque in equation (8) is calibrated to the force exerted by the robot on the 
environment. The following equation (9) is obtained, where convK  constant is used for 
torque to force conversion. 
 
F = convK  * eT ………………………………………...…..………...……………… (9) 
 
 
Substituting the value of eT in equation (9),  
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 ...……………......…………………...…………….…. (10) 
 
 qIF  ……………………………………...……………..………………… (11) 
 
 
The force of the electric actuator is directly proportional to the q component of the current. 
The current is maintained within a predetermined force band and is made programmable in 
the software. Therefore, the force exerted by the electric actuator on the environment can be 
controlled in accordance with the expected results. 
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3.2 Introduction to spring like behaviour in electric actuators 
 
The aim of the research is to look into the introduction of a spring like behaviour in the 
robot electric actuator and thereby controlling the interaction of the robot with any object or 
surface. When a mechanical spring is considered, the damping (B) and the stiffness (K) are 
considered as the two main attributes. The same mechanical attributes are compared with 
the electrical analogies. 
 
In a PMSM, the rotating frequencies of the rotor and the stator flux are the same, i.e., no 
slip. However, if the rotor speed departs from the steady synchronous value, there is a time 
difference before which the stator and rotor flux come into synchronisation. This 
characteristic of the PMSM is compared with the damping characteristic (B) of a 
mechanical spring. When the motor is given a step speed change it oscillates around the 
desired value before settling. This factor gives the damping of the system. 
 
Compliance can be termed as the ability of an object to yield elastically, giving a spring 
like behaviour when a force is applied. The torque provided by the motor is directly 
proportional to the angle between the stator and rotor flux linkages and the torque is 
maximum at an angle of 90 degrees. In the presented work, the amplifier of the motor 
always tries to keep the angle at 90 degrees. However, with sophisticated control 
techniques, the angle can be reduced and thereby affecting the torque. The torque is also 
directly proportional to the magnitude of the stator flux linkage. These two entities affect 
the torque and thereby the stiffness of the electric motor. This is analogous to the stiffness 
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(K) of a mechanical spring. This control philosophy will guarantee adaptive stiffness and 
compliance can be introduced into the system.  
 
The manipulation of the angle between the stator and rotor flux linkages is not employed in 
the research carried out due to the operational limitations of the drive amplifier for the 
electric actuator. Thus the electric actuator, with appropriate control strategies, can be 
designed to behave as a programmable spring and the interaction with the environment or 
the surface can be controlled as desired. The performance of the motor and the stiffness is 
altered in accordance with the environmental constraints. 
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Chapter 4 
 
4. Development of the experimental setup for robot interaction 
with the environment and initial tests 
 
4.1 Introduction of the system 
 
The proposed research was carried out on a robot gantry manipulator at the University of 
the West of England (U.W.E.), Bristol.  The following section provides an introduction to 
the experimental setup and describes the control system architecture employed in the 
research. 
 
Background and Introduction- 
 
The gantry robot machine was built for the InFACT (Integrated Flexible Assembly Cell 
Technology) Project, U.W.E. (then Bristol Polytechnic) was the project leader. The aim of 
the InFACT project was to build a flexible assembly machine that could assemble a large 
range of small consumer products. For this work, only one manipulator is being used. Each 
manipulator has three axes or modules (X, Y, & Z).  
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The structure is similar to nearly all commercial robots. The difference is that the entire 
gantry has been designed and built at UWE, so it can be modified far more easily than 
commercial machines, as there is access to the controller. This machine is aimed at research 
tasks so the configuration will change with time. To accommodate the changes, InFACT is 
made re-configurable. The basic diagram for one arm with three axis of the manipulator is 
as shown in Figure 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: A Generic gantry manipulator layout 
 
 4.2 Description of the control system architecture, electrical actuator and 
controller 
 
A typical control system has to supervise the activities of the robotic system and is aided 
with a number of tools providing the following functions: 
1. Capability of moving physical objects in the working environment, i.e., manipulation 
capability related to the actuators. 
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  2.  Capability of obtaining information on the state of the system and the working 
environment, i.e., sensory ability; 
 3. Capability of exploiting information to modify system behaviour in a pre programmed 
manner, i.e., intelligent and adaptive behaviour ability; 
4. Capability of storing, elaborating and providing data on system activity, i.e., data 
processing ability. [Sciavicco et al, 2000] 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Control system architecture employed in the research 
 
 
The control system architecture is implemented as shown in Figure 3. The used controller is 
the TMS320F2812, a mid-range DSP. DSPs are special purpose microprocessors that are 
particularly suitable for intensive numerical computations. Digital versions of most 
advanced control algorithms can be defined as sums and product of measured variables thus 
can be naturally implemented by DSPs (Z. Ma, 1995). The DSP generates the control signal 
which goes to the drive (Infranor amplifier SMTDB) of the motor which, in turn, provides 
current to the motor (MA-30 Mavilor). PMSM actuate individual robot gantry axes. All the 
electric actuators are installed with a resolver for providing position feedback. The resolver 
is an electromechanical position transducer. Its operating principle is based on the mutual 
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induction between two electric circuits which allow continuous transmission of angular 
position without mechanical limits.  
 
Each motor is connected with two cables. One cable carries electric power to the motor. 
The second cable (resolver cable) tells the amplifier cabinet how far the motor has moved 
in a positive or negative direction. The motor and amplifier form a separate unit. There is a 
current feedback path from the motor and a position feedback path from the resolver on the 
motor, as shown in Figure 3. The data sheets for the electric actuator, amplifier and 
controller can be found in the appendix I, II and III. 
 
As the research work is performed on a two dimensional gantry manipulator, there are two 
DSP boards used in the architecture. The two DSP boards communicate with each other via 
a CAN bus interface with a maximum speed of 1Mbps. The experimental setup has been 
designed for X-Y two dimensional tasks at present, but it has also a  
facility for a Z direction.  
 
  
 
Figure 4: Block diagram of Vector control of an AC motor  
(Detailed Description of Vector Control is given in the Appendix section-05) 
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The electric actuators on the robot are operated by Vector control. It is an elegant method 
of controlling the PMSM which is used to control space vectors of magnetic flux, current, 
and voltage. It is possible to set up the co-ordinate system to decompose the vectors into an 
electro-magnetic field generating and torque generating parts. Thus, the structure of the 
motor controller (vector control controller) is almost the same as for a separately excited 
DC motor, which simplifies the control of PMSM. This vector control technique was 
developed in the past especially to achieve similar excellent dynamic performance of 
PMSM.  
 
The performance of three phase ac machines is described by voltage equations and 
inductances. AC machine inductances are functions of rotor speed. The coefficients of the 
differential equations which describe the behaviour of these machines is time varying. A 
change of variable can reduce the complexity of these differential equations. Therefore, 
Clarke and Park Transforms were introduced. The transformation of rotational circuits to a 
stationary circuit was developed by E. Clarke. The Park Transform was developed by R. H. 
Park. The Park Transform has the feature of eliminating all time varying inductances from 
the voltage equations [Toliyat, 2004]. Using these transforms, many properties of the 
electrical machines can be studied without the complexities of the voltage equations.  
 
Vector control seeks to recreate the orthogonal components in the AC machine (id and iq) 
in order to control the torque producing current separately from the magnetic flux 
producing current [Vector Control, NEC, 2002]. The iq and id components of the 
(fictitious) stator current vector are referenced to the so-called rotor reference frame. This 
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reference frame is referenced to the rotor flux, and is synchronous to the rotor. There may 
be a phase difference, but this is usually assumed to be zero for our discussion. The axis 
along the rotor flux is the d (or direct) axis, and the axis 90 degrees (electrical) away from it 
is the quadrature (q) axis. Theta is the rotor flux position. 
 
In a PMSM the flux component is produced by the permanent magnets (the fixed field 
winding is replaced with a rotating permanent magnet). The rotor flux produced by the PM 
rotates at the same speed as the rotor field i.e. there is no slip. So for a PMSM the ordered 
dI  component is set to zero and the rotor angle is obtained by integrating the rotor speed. 
The system configuration for vector control of a PMSM. For all the following transform 
equations, refer to Figure 4. 
 
Vector control requires computationally intensive algorithms, this coupled with closed loop 
control and precise Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), requires a relatively powerful 
microprocessor along with the relevant peripherals to make vector control a practical 
proposition. This Vector control is implemented inside the amplifier. Although this can also 
be implemented in software, as the DSP controller has a very high sampling frequency. 
4.3 Data acquisition, interpretation and utilisation in the controller 
 
Signal conditioning means manipulating an analogue signal in such a way that it meets the 
requirements of the next stage for further processing. More generally, signal conditioning 
can include amplification, filtering, converting, and any other processes required to make 
sensor output suitable for conversion to digital format. It is primarily used for data 
acquisition, in which sensor signals must be interpreted and filtered to levels suitable for 
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Analogue-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) or Digital-to-Analog Conversion (DAC) so they 
can be read by computerized devices. 
 
The F2812DSP accepts analogue signals which are 0-3.3V. All the feedback signals from 
the amplifier are 0-10V. So, signal conditioning boards were manufactured to level shift 
these to input them into the DSP. The current signal from the amplifier is an analogue 
signal and has to be digitised which is done by the 12 bit ADC on board of the F2812 DSP 
with a fast conversion rate of 80ns at 25 MHz clock. Also, the output speed command from 
the DSP has to be in the range of 0-10V as the amplifier accepts  0-10V analogue signal at 
its input. There is also a DAC to convert it into an analogue signal. The other DSP 
functionalities used is the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), which is used for 
communications between the DSP and external peripherals or controllers. The SPI is a 
high-speed synchronous serial input/output (I/O) port that allows a serial bit stream of 
programmed length (one to sixteen bits) to be shifted into and out of the device at a 
programmed bit-transfer rate. The circuit diagrams for the signal conditioning boards are 
included in the appendix of this thesis. 
 
The following block diagram, Figure 6, indicates the signal acquisition and utilisation in the 
controller. It is shown for a single axis actuator and the same structure is replicated while 
dealing with two dimensional environments. The Amplifier depicted in the Figure 5 has an 
internal position feedback loop and a current feedback loop from the electric motor. These 
mentioned feedback loops are hardwired in the amplifier.   
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The 2812 DSP position feedback loop and current feedback loop are depicted in grey boxes 
are designed in the software. These 2812 DSP feedback loops are separate to the amplifier 
feedback loops. Due to the hardwired feedback loops in the amplifier, the research work is 
focused only on the feedback loops in the 2812 DSP. 
 
The Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the experimental setup used in the research.
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the control system architecture implemented for a single robot axis 
 (Same architecture is employed when used for 2 dimensional environments) 
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            Figure 6: Robot manipulator                                   Figure 7: Two arms of InFACT 
                                          
                                                                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                       Figure 8: robot electric actuator and manipulator 
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4.4 Calibration of motor current to force experiment 
 
When the robot interacts with an environment there is a change in the level of current in 
the electric actuator because the load torque increases. The motor current which reflects 
the torque, is calibrated to reflect the force exerted on the environment. The robot 
manipulator is made to interact with the environment, as shown in Figure9, and the current 
from the electric actuator is monitored. As shown in the Figure 9, the end effector is in 
contact with the metal surface. The torque command is then increased which results in the 
level of current. Therefore, the force exerted by the robot manipulator increased. This 
force exerted by the manipulator is recorded using a spring balance connected between at 
the tip of the end effector. 
 
The experiment was conducted for different commanded torque values and the 
corresponding force is observed in the spring balance. In Figure 10, the calibration 
experiment is conducted to obtain a relationship between the electric motor current to 
force.As shown in Figure 10, the force and current graph is plotted. It is found out that the 
force exerted bears a two-part linear relationship to the current of the motor, shown in 
Figure 10. This relationship is used in the software for control structure purposes. The two 
linear regions can be seen in the Figure 11 and this characteristic is incorporated in the 
software. The experimental work in the Thesis was carried out in the first linear region of 
the graph as shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 9: robot interaction with environment (a metal artefact) 
 
                                        Figure 10: Calibration of the motor current to force 
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Figure 11: Calibration of the electric motor current to force with two linear regions 
4.5 Development of the system and initial robot interaction experiments 
 
 After the force-current calibration experiment on the robot manipulator was conducted, 
the robot was made to interact with the environment with different torque limiting values. 
As seen from the Figure 13, the robot interaction was controlled with pre-specified values. 
 This shows that the torque from the electric actuator can be made programmable in real 
time and the interaction can be controlled accurately and precisely in the software. 
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Figure 12: Graph showing torque/current limiting values over 10 seconds interval. 
 
 The Y axis is the scope readings from 0 to 10 seconds. The Figure 12 shows the three 
stages of the robot interaction with the environment. The Part A is the robot approach 
towards the environment. The Part B is the actual interaction with the environment and 
afterwards it settles down after the step change. The Part C is the increase of the force 
level on the environment to predetermined values which is termed as the current limiting 
values. The entire event is monitored on an oscilloscope.    
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4.6 Approach to development of contour following system 
 
The research is based on the electric actuator force control on unknown geometrical 
environments. Therefore, a 2D contour following system was created. The contour 
following task is one of the most common control problems encountered by 
servomechanisms such as X-Y tables, robot manipulators and CNC machine tools [Cheng, 
2005, Chen, 2000]. In this research work, two processors are used for each individual axis. 
In the following equations, nf  is the normal force while tf  is the tangential force applied 
on the surface. The resultant force is f as shown in Figure 13. While following two 
dimensional contours, the resultant force f is kept within the tolerance band set by the 
controller. This resultant force can be altered depending on the geometrical surfaces 
encountered during a control following system.   
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 13: The force vector components nf & ft and the resultant force vector tf  
 
Experiments were planned on the robot manipulator for following surfaces with unknown 
geometry. The Figure 14 shows the various surfaces used in the experiments. In these 
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experiments only the start and the end points of the surface where input into the controller. 
The tests and results from these surfaces are in the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Different geometric surfaces used for 2 dimensional contour following with the 
knowledge of starting (A) and finish (B) points 
4.7 Software development flow charts 
A real time system is defined, according to Oxford dictionary, as “any system in which the 
time at which the output is produced is significant”. This is because the input corresponds 
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to some movement in the physical world, and the output has to relate to that same 
movement. Another way of thinking about real time systems is any information 
processing activity or system which has to respond to externally generated input stimuli 
within a finite and specific period. 
 
Algorithm development is very crucial phase during software concept and specification 
phase of a real-time system.  This section shows the software development of a basic two 
dimensional system which was used for robot contour-following with unknown geometry. 
It describes the development of the software rationale with the aid of flow charts. The 
software architecture was designed on a single axis and then both the axes were 
incorporated. Further investigations led to the inclusion of PID control and Fuzzy control 
in the software and that has been described in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. The 
software was written in the C language on the F2812DSP (Texas Instruments Code 
Composer Studio®). The entire software code is included in the appendix of this thesis.   
 
The following flowcharts describe the basic development of the software in three stages: 
1. Single axis robot interaction with the environment with force control loops, Figure 15. 
2. Two axis robot interaction with the environment with one axis performing force loop 
while the other position loop operation, Figure 16. 
3. Two axis robot interaction with the environment with the inclusion of both force control 
and position control loops, Figure 17. 
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Figure 15: Flowchart describing robot electric actuator with the environment 
The flow chart describes the algorithm for a single axis electric actuator. The robot 
initializes itself in a speed/position loop until it detects any external environment. If it 
does not encounter any external environment it remains in speed loop. However, on 
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encountering the environment it enters into a force control loop and exerts the desired 
force, which is real time programmable and is within certain predetermined tolerance 
limits. 
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Figure 16: Flowchart describing robot electric actuator with the environment for two    
dimensional surfaces 
 
The first flowchart has been modified to include a two dimensional environment. The 
communication between the controllers is achieved through a Controller Area Network 
(CAN). The controllers are termed as X and Y representing the 2D environments. The X 
controller is initialized in the speed/position control loop until an environment is detected. 
When the X controller enters the force control loop, it initializes the Y controller through 
the CAN to start traversing the environment. So the robot manipulator can be used to deal 
with 2D environments. In this software structure, the Y controller always stays in the 
position loop whilst the X controller stays in force controlled loop. The control algorithm 
can perform for a basic 2D contour following environment whilst exerting a constant 
desired force. 
 
The third development is as shown in Figure 18. The X axis starts first in speed control 
until it interacts with the environment. As soon as the X controller detects any external 
environment, it switches to current control and thereby force/ torque control. As it exerts 
the desired force on the environment, a CAN signal is issued to the Y controller to start 
motion across the traverse of the environment. The Y axis controller now detects any 
increase in the feedback current. If there is an increase in the current, it asks the X 
controller through the CAN to switch into speed control and reverse back, while the Y 
controller exerts force on the environment. This is done according to the resultant force 
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vector between the X and Y axes force individual components. The X and Y axes 
controllers have position and force loops intertwined together and are switched depending 
on the circumstances. The Y axis controller always checks for a desired position signal. It 
issues a stop signal as soon as it encounters the desired position and forwards this 
information to X controller, which also stops. Otherwise, both the controllers stay in their 
respective loops. As the DSP controllers are very fast, the software has to be slowed down 
to match with the amplifier of the motor. Otherwise, the DSP issues commands which the 
amplifier cannot execute and results in an unsteady, jerky behaviour of the manipulator.  
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Figure 17: Flowchart describing robot electric actuator with the environment for two    
dimensional surfaces 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
5. PID control modelling and implementation on the 
experimental system 
 
 
5.1 Background and Introduction 
 
Control systems engineering is a fascinating and important field. A control system is a 
device or set of devices to manage, command, direct or regulate the behavior of other 
devices or systems. It encompasses the methods and techniques for a continuous 
monitoring of the operating state of the system without operator intervention. These are 
referred as closed loop control systems which have the ability of automatically correcting 
its own behaviour so the desired results/outcomes are reached. Control engineers often 
utilize system/plant feedback to design control systems. For example, in an automobile 
with cruise control the vehicle's speed is continuously monitored and fed back to the 
system which adjusts the motor's torque accordingly.  
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Figure 18: Block representation of a process with input output variables  
 
As an example, as shown in Figure 18, the process is a physical system to be controlled. 
The control variable or the manipulating variable is the parameter which the controller 
uses to control or manipulate the process. The process output variable is the variable to be 
controlled so that it becomes sufficiently close to the set point. The disturbance is a non-
controlled input variable to the process which affects the process output variable. The aim 
of the control algorithm is to adjust the control variable so that the control error 
(difference between the set point and the process output variable) is within 
acceptable/desired limits [Haugen, 2004].  
 
As an example, in 1788, James Watt constructed a speed control system for a steam 
engine. Watt’s speed control was based on feedback from measured rotational speed to the 
opening of the steam valve via a centrifugal controller which was based on a simple 
principle. The larger the speed, the smaller the valve opening (and steam supply), and vice 
versa acting proportional to the error. In this way the speed was held at or near a constant 
set-point value, despite the disturbances as variations in the steam pressure and changing 
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load torques acting on engine shaft. Watt’s speed control system is regarded as the first 
industrial application of control engineering. It was based on experiments and trial and 
error. In 1868, James C. Maxwell made a mathematical analysis of the speed control 
system, and this analysis may be regarded as the starting point of the theoretical methods 
for analysis and design of control systems. [Haugen, 2004] 
 
5.2 Introduction 
 
Motion control deals with the use of high performance electric motors and is a very 
important part of industrial control systems. Motion control includes applications for 
speed and torque or position control in practically all branches of industry. Sophisticated 
motion control systems bring greater accuracy, flexibility and parameter sensitivity to the 
applications [Lorenz, 1994, Kiel et al, 1995, Bose, 1994]. As a consequence of this 
progress, more and more applications that have used simple electric drives for economic 
reasons are being replaced by motion control systems [Texas Instruments website, 2008]. 
 
The motion controller of the electric actuator (PMSM), used in the research, requires 
position feedback for electronic commutation. As the aim of the research is to perform 
torque control in the electric motor for controlled interaction with the environment, the 
controller also uses the current feedback from the motor. The current (calibrated to force) 
is compared with the desired force required and the controller takes appropriate action to 
equalise the current and desired force values. The research is focussed on the interaction 
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of the robot end effector with an unknown environment. Therefore, due to these process 
nonlinearities, closed loop control is required for the interaction forces to be regulated 
within the desired force tolerances. 
 
This is commonly applied by a PID controller. It has enjoyed popularity as a purely 
mechanical device and as an electronic device. [Wescott, 2008]. A PID controller is a 
generic control loop feedback mechanism widely used in industrial control systems for 
over 50 years. A PID controller attempts to correct the error between a measured process 
variable and a desired set point by calculating and then outputting a corrective action that 
can adjust the process accordingly. It is a robust easily understood algorithm that can 
provide excellent control performance [Willis, 2008, PID website, 2008, Bhattacharya, 
2004]. The PID algorithm consists of three basic modes, the Proportional mode, the 
Integral and the Derivative modes. When utilising this algorithm it is necessary to decide 
which modes are to be used and then specify the parameters (or settings) for each mode 
used. Generally, three basic algorithms are used P, PI or PID. The controllers are mainly 
used to reduce the fluctuations and also to minimize the error.  
 
The ideal PID controller is in the following form:  
 
 
t
dp
i
p
p
dt
de
TKed
T
K
eKuu
0
0  ......................................................... (21) 
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In equation (21), there are three parameters. Kp is the Proportional gain, Td is the 
Derivative time, e is the control error, u is the control variable and ou is the nominal 
control variable. 
 
P-Controller 
The P controller calculates the control variable according to puuu  0  as follows: 
 
eKuu p 0  ................................................................................................................... (22) 
                                          and up= Kpe 
 
where up is the P-term [6]. The operation of the P-controller is to adjust the signal control 
accordingly or proportional to the error. By increasing the Kp value the static control error 
can be minimised in the controller as it gives more control to the variable adjustment Kpe, 
when the Kp value is increased for a give error e. This produces a small error. The 
limitation of this controller is that while the value of Kp is increased there is a reduced 
stability for the control loop and also when this value is increased by a large magnitude, 
the control loop becomes unstable [Haugen, 2004]. 
 
PI-Controller 
In the PI controller (proportional + integral) the control variable is calculated as 
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de
T
K
eKuu
t
i
p
p  00 ................................................................................ (23) 
and de
T
K
u
t
i
p
i  0   
 
Here, ui is the integral term, Kp is the proportional gain. Ti (s) is the integral time. Ki is the 
integral gain. The integral term is very essential and is calculated continuously from the 
initial time when t=0 to the present point of time. This is the known as the integral of the 
control error. The contribution from the integral term is proportional to both the 
magnitude of the error and the duration of the error. Summing the instantaneous error over 
time (integrating the error) gives the accumulated offset that should have been corrected 
previously. The accumulated error is then multiplied by the integral gain and added to the 
controller output. The integral term (when added to the proportional term) accelerates the 
movement of the process towards set-point and eliminates the residual steady-state error 
that occurs with a proportional only controller. However, since the integral term is 
responding to accumulated errors from the past, it can cause the present value to overshoot 
the set-point value (cross over the set-point and then create a deviation in the other 
direction). 
 
PID-Controller  
This is a faster controller than the PI controller due to the addition of a control variable 
which is proportional to the time derivative or the rate of change of error e.  
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 
t
dp
i
p
p
dt
de
TKed
T
K
eKuu
0
0  ............................................................. (24) 
                                         where 
dt
de
TKu dpd  this is the derivative term. 
 
In derivative controller, the rate of change of the process error is calculated by 
determining the slope of the error over time (i.e. its first derivative with respect to time) 
and multiplying this rate of change by the derivative gain. Thus, the PID controller can 
adjust process inputs based on the history and rate of change of the error signal, which 
gives more accurate and stable control. It can be shown mathematically that a PID loop 
will produce accurate stable control in cases where other control algorithms would either 
have a steady-state error or would cause the process to oscillate [PID website, 2008]. 
A conventional PID controller is depicted in Figure 19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19 - A Traditional PID Controller 
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The controller sensor senses the signal, compares it with the setpoint value and determines 
the error. This error is then used to compute the change needed in input so as to eliminate 
the error from the output of the process. Thus in the PID loop, the function of the 
Proportional is to terminate the error present in the process at that point; the function of 
the Integral is to calculate the time for which the error has not become acceptable and the 
function of the Derivative is to estimate possible future error according to the rate of 
change of the past error. 
 
5.3 Approach to the development of the PID controller 
 
The gains of the PID controller need to be accurately tuned to achieve the desired results 
from the controller. The performance of the controller is often related to “fast control but 
with satisfactory stability” [Haugen, 2004]. There are various methods of tuning the actual 
PID gain parameters. They are based on trial and error methods, Zeigler Nichols method 
or the tuning software packages.  
 
In this research work, the electric actuator is driven by an amplifier. As the electric motor 
is PMSM, it requires position feedback for commutation purposes. Therefore, the 
amplifier has a built in PID controller for the internal loop which facilitates the 
commutation. The PID controller designed and presented, in this chapter, is for the closed 
loop of the torque control in the system. The open loop response of the plant was observed 
and depending on that the PID controller is designed. PID controller is used in the 
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research work because of the intrinsic qualities simplicity in implementation and 
reliability in the motion control systems [Haugen, 2004].  
5.4 Modelling and validation of the controller 
 
The modelling of the PID controller is done in MATLAB/Simulink and then the PID 
controller is implemented on the experimental set-up for contour following experiments. 
The step input to the plant was a speed command and the current from the motor was 
observed for an open loop system. An overshoot in the response of the system was 
observed. From these tests on the experimental setup, the damping ratio and the natural 
frequency of the system were calculated and a second order transform function was 
obtained. It was modelled in MATLAB Simulink and a PID controller was developed 
using trial and error method as shown in Figure 22. This was then tested on the 
experimental setup by providing a step input to the system. As seen in Figure 24, the 
overshoot was reduced with the inclusion of the PID controller. The PID controller is 
designed based upon this criterion.  
 
The calculation of the transfer function from the system/plant response to step inputs was 
carried out. The damping ratio and the natural frequency were observed for a number of 
trails as shown in Figures 20 and 21 . The damping ratio is calculated by measuring the 
amount of damping present in a system in the rate of decay of free oscillations. 
Logarithmic decrement can be defined as the natural logarithm of the ration of any two 
successive amplitudes. It is defined as follows: 
δ = ς ωn τ ≅ 2πς 
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Figure 20: Different values of ζ calculated from the step inputs to the plant 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Different values of ω n  calculated from step inputs to the plant 
 
The calculation of the transfer function is carried out by damping ratio and natural 
frequency of the system by observing the open loop response of the system. 
 
ζ=  0.75, 0.74, 0.64, 0.66, 0.59, 0.66                                                       
n = 2.96, 1.98, 1.75, 2.69, 1.6, 2.45 
 Transfer function=  n
2
/ s
2
 +2 ζ  n  s + n
2
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2
+ 2.98 s+ 4.97 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22– Simulink model for the PID controller implementation and comparison with 
plant open loop response. (Kp=1.4, Ki=2.8, Kd=0.18) 
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Figure 23 - Graph showing the Simulink plant output with and without PID control  
 
The graph, in Figure 23, was obtained whilst following a straight surface. The first section 
is approaching the surface. As the robot interacts with the environment, there is a step 
change and it exerts a constant force as it follows the surface. An experimentally tuned 
PID controller is implemented in the software. In the open loop output response of the 
plant, there was a small overshoot which was eliminated with the PID controller. The 
values of PID are different in the model and the plant because the real plant has some 
amount of energy loses which are neglected in the simulation studies.  
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Figure 24 – Practical implementation of the PID controller on the Experimental 
setup(Kp=0.001, Ki=0.002, Kd=0.01) 
5.5 Results and Conclusion 
 
Experiments are performed, using the PID controller, on the practical setup for contour 
following experiments with unknown geometry. The robot gantry manipulator was 
allowed to interact with different metal surfaces with varied geometries. The resultant 
force acting on the surfaces was monitored and the results are as shown in Figures 25 and 
26. The feedback current values, calibrated to force (Newtons), are presented in the 
graphs. It is observed that the force values remain in the desired force band with an error 
of  2N. A B 
 
Figure 25: Force profile while following a straight surface 
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Figure 26: Force profile following an inclined surface 
5.6 Further Development with PID Controller 
 
The PID controller, employed in the research, has fixed gains. However, PID controller 
gains might need to be retuned whenever the processes are subjected to some kind of 
disturbance or when processes present complexities and nonlinearities. The controlled 
interaction of the robot force control with surfaces of different geometries suffers from the 
problem. Over the last few years, significant development has been established in the 
process control area to adjust the PID controller parameters in an automatic way, in order 
to ensure desired behaviour for a closed-loop plant. [Astrom &Wittenmark, 1989; Coelho 
et al., 1998; Coelho & Coelho, 1998; VanDoren, 1998]. This aspect can be further 
enhanced by using gain scheduling or the self-tuning of these gains which has been 
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demonstrated in these researches [Kazemian, 2001, Huang at al, 1996, Wang et al, 1998]. 
The self-tuning PID controllers can be designed using Fuzzy logic and neural networks in 
multivariate nonlinear environments. In [Malki et al, 1997], a fuzzy PID control is 
designed for flexible joint robot arm with uncertainties from time varying loads. 
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Chapter 6 
 
6. Development and Implementation of Fuzzy Logic 
Controller on the experimental system 
 
 
6.1 Introduction and Justification for the need of fuzzy controller. 
 
The previous chapter was based on the torque control of the robot electric actuator using 
PID control.  The work proved that the interaction of the robot interaction was 
experimentally force controlled for surface following applications, without previous 
geometrical knowledge. The results of the PID control algorithm are in the range of ±2N 
based on the present experimental setup.  
 
The application of PID controller is widely used in single loop controllers, distributed 
controllers and Programmable logic controllers and the performance is satisfactory in 
simple applications [Juang, 2008, Lyguoras, 2007]. The presented research work is 
focused on automation of manufacturing techniques such as deburring and polishing 
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which deal with complex, nonlinear and noisy environments. Therefore there is a need to 
have an adaptive controller which deals with these complexities. Fuzzy logic, which 
simulates human thinking using linguistic variables, can be applied as it takes into account 
the imprecision inherent in physical systems. Therefore, with the aim to accommodate 
complex environments and thereby the nonlinearities in them, fuzzy logic is introduced in 
the software to accommodate these conditions. 
 
The concept of Fuzzy Logic (FL) was conceived by Lotfi A. Zadeh, professor at the 
University of California at Berkley. Professor Zadeh reasoned that people do not require 
precise, numerical information input, and yet they are capable of highly adaptive control. 
If feedback controllers could be programmed to accept noisy, imprecise input, they would 
be much more effective and perhaps easier to implement.  Therefore, FL is a problem-
solving control system methodology that lends itself to implementation in systems ranging 
from simple, small, embedded micro-controllers to large, networked, multi-channel PC or 
workstation-based data acquisition and control systems. It can be implemented in 
hardware, software, or a combination of both. FL provides a simple way to arrive at a 
definite conclusion based upon vague, ambiguous, imprecise, noisy, or missing input 
information [Seattle Robotics]. 
 
Conventional control systems use the physical models to deal with the process. That is 
time-consuming and needs a theoretical background of the designer. But many processes 
can be controlled by human being without any model, and these processes cannot be 
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controlled by conventional control systems. At first fuzzy control was treated with 
mistrust by the engineers who started with the conventional control theory. When fuzzy 
control systems were widely used in manufacture in Japan, people began to know fuzzy 
control system are cheap, easy to design, very robust, and better than the conventional 
control system.  
 
6.2 Approach adopted in designing the fuzzy controller 
Fuzzy controllers are special modern computer-controlled systems that use the rules to 
model process knowledge. The designer use rules to link the input variables with the 
control variables by linguistic variables. Human beings make decisions based on rules. 
Even though, we may not be aware of it, all the decisions we make are based on computer 
like if-then statements. Rules associate ideas and relate one event to another. Fuzzy 
machines, which always tend to mimic the behaviour of man, work the same way. Only 
this time the decision and the means of choosing that decision are replaced by fuzzy sets 
and the rules are replaced by fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rules also operate using a series of if-then 
statements. For instance, 
 
if <conditions, and if satisfied>, then <action> 
For example, if<force exerted on the environment is more than desired force>, 
then<reduce the current and thereby torque of the motor> 
Linguistic rules describing the control system consist of two parts; an antecedent block 
(between the IF and THEN) and a consequent block (following THEN). Depending on the 
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system, it may not be necessary to evaluate every possible input combination since some 
may rarely or never occur. By making this type of evaluation, usually done by an 
experienced operator, fewer rules can be evaluated, thus simplifying the processing logic 
and perhaps even improving the FL system performance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Example of membership functions[Mathworks website] 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Fuzzy logic membership functions example[Mathworks website] 
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As shown in Figure 28, the membership function is a graphical representation of the 
magnitude of participation of each input. It associates a weighting with each of the inputs 
that are processed, define functional overlap between inputs, and ultimately determines an 
output response. The rules use the input membership values as weighting factors to 
determine their influence on the fuzzy output sets of the final output conclusion. The 
triangular shape is common, but bell, trapezoidal and, exponential have been used. More 
complex functions are possible but require greater computing overhead to implement. 
Once the functions are inferred, scaled, and combined, they are defuzzified into a crisp 
output which drives the system. There are different membership functions associated with 
each input and output response. As shown in Figure 29, an example is given for error and 
error dot triangular membership functions. The error is the difference between 
current/present value and the desired value. The error dot is the rate of change of this error 
with respect to time. 
 
Mamdani fuzzy inference method is the most commonly seen fuzzy methodology. 
Mamdani method was among the first control systems built using fuzzy set theory. It was 
proposed in 1975 by Ebrahim Mamdani as an attempt to control a steam engine and boiler 
combination by synthesizing a set of linguistic control rules obtained from experienced 
human operators. Mamdani effort was based on Lotfi Zadeh's 1973 paper on fuzzy 
algorithms for complex systems and decision processes. Fuzzy control, which directly 
uses fuzzy rules, is the most important application in fuzzy theory.  
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The following are the basic steps in the implementation of a Mamdani fuzzy controller: 
1. Input: number of input signals, number of derived states of each input signal, 
scaling 
2. Fuzzification: type of membership functions, number of membership functions 
3. Rules: number of antecedents, structure of rule base, type of membership 
functions in consequences. 
4. Rules evaluation: aggregation operator in the antecedent 
5. Aggregation: aggregation operator combining the results of individual rules 
6. Defuzzification: defuzzification procedure 
7. Output: number of output signals, scaling. 
Mamdani fuzzy logic controller is used when the control problems require low accuracy 
and trivial minimal performance. The second widely used fuzzy controller is the Tagaki-
Sugeno fuzzy controller. It represents an effective representation of complex non linear 
systems in terms of fuzzy sets and fuzzy reasoning and is demonstrated in these research 
works [Ying, 1999, Garcia-Perez,1996, and Shih,1992].  Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy logic or 
Sugeno fuzzy logic was first introduced in 1985. It is the modification of Mamdani fuzzy 
logic. Fuzzifying the inputs and applying the fuzzy operation are exactly the same of 
Mamdani fuzzy logic. The different place between them is the output membership 
function. Sugeno-type’s output membership functions are only linear or constant. When 
the output functions are constant, it can be called as zero-order Sugeno fuzzy model. For 
example, we can define a zero-order Sugeno fuzzy logic as: 
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                                    If x is A and y is B, then z = k. 
 
Where A and B are fuzzy set defined for the membership functions for x and y. k is a 
constant crisp value defined in the consequent. So the output of each rule is like a spike. 
The operator of implication and aggregation methods is simply multiplication and 
addition. 
 
The first-order Sugeno fuzzy logic model has the rules like that: 
 
                        If x is A and y is B, then z = p * x + q * y + r. 
 
Where A and B are fuzzy sets in the antecedent, while p, q and r are all the constants. 
A Sugeno fuzzy inference system is extremely well suited to the task of smoothly 
interpolating the linear gains that would be applied across the input space; it is a natural 
and efficient gain scheduler. Similarly, a Sugeno system is suited for modeling nonlinear 
systems by interpolating between multiple linear models.  The advantages of Tagaki 
Sugeno Fuzzy logic controller are suitable to compute, can optimise the parameter to 
improve efficiency and uses linear techniques to control non linear environments. The 
disadvantage is that it is not an intuitive controller and becomes complex as the order 
increases [Seattle Robotics website, Mathworks website].  
Because it is a more compact and computationally efficient representation than a 
Mamdani system, the Sugeno system lends itself to the use of adaptive techniques for 
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constructing fuzzy models. These adaptive techniques can be used to customize the 
membership functions so that the fuzzy system best models the data. 
6.3 Implementation and Tests 
 
The fuzzy logic control designed for the research is the Tagaki Sugeno fuzzy logic. The 
basic aim was to design a controller for dealing with complex environments. The robot 
force interaction with the environment is a complex multi input multi output (MIMO) 
system and the controller has to accommodate changes related to unpredictability of the 
environment, noise from the experimental setup, marginally stable processes and time 
varying process [Bhattachatya, 2003, Li 1998].  
 
 Precision deburring and polishing is mostly done by skilled human operators which are 
familiar with the process. When they grind a large burr they do not remove the large burr 
all at once but they usually move the tool back and forth so that the burr can be removed 
in an optimal manner. They may also accommodate the force applied to the tool in order 
to touch the burr gently without any damage to the tool or the work piece. Thus the 
operators monitor the state of the given task process and take control actions. The control 
behaviour of human experts can be represented in an IF-THEN relationship as used in 
fuzzy logic. 
 
The expertise of an operator is difficult to describe in an analytical way. The task executed 
by the human operator has no detailed algorithms or methodology (Aertbelien et al, Asada 
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et al). The fuzzy control can be designed based on the human characteristics used in 
surface following operations. The stiffness of the electric actuator can be made 
programmable.  
 
Therefore for following two dimensional surfaces with unknown geometry three input 
variables in the fuzzy logic scheme are used. They are explained as follows: 
 
1. The first is the error (e), which is the difference between the desired and actual force 
acting on the surface. This is for ensuring the current of the motor remains in the required 
desired band. 
2. The second is the change of error (Δe), which gives the rate of change of error as the 
contour is being followed. The change of error term is crucial in the controller structure as 
it depicts the contour being followed.  
 
3. And the third is the speed of traverse across the surface (v), which is the tangential 
velocity of the tool across the surface. The speed of the traverse of the tool is important as 
it affects the finishing in the deburring process and affects the tracing of geometrical 
profiles in surface following operations. 
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Figure 30:  Design of Tagaki Sugeno fuzzy logic controller and specifying inputs and 
outputs 
 
The fuzzy logic controller has been implemented in the software.  The following Figures 
31 and 32 show the resultant force profiles whilst following straight and inclined surfaces. 
In Figure 31, the surface is between the points A and B. It is seen that that the force is 
within the desired tolerance band. It has been seen that the force remains within the user 
desired force tolerance range.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 31: Force signature while following an inclined surface using fuzzy logic 
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Figure 32: Force signature while following an inclined surface using fuzzy logic 
 
 
 
 
6.4 Comparison between the performance of PID and fuzzy controllers 
 
The following table depicts the comparison between the PID and the fuzzy control 
implemented on the experimental rig. 
 
1. The comparison between the PID and fuzzy controller is based firstly on the speed 
of execution of the software. This factor decides the responsiveness of the system. 
The execution speed of the fuzzy control is large than that of PID controller. 
Therefore, the fuzzy control can be implemented in cases where it is needed only 
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and thus the computational time is saved and the responsiveness of the controller 
to any change can be improved.  
 
2. The second comparison is based on the force deviation range whilst following 
contours with unknown geometries. While following simple geometrical shapes 
without any complexities, the force error band is ±2N in case of PID controller 
while it is±1N in case of a fuzzy controller. 
 It is noted that the performance of these controllers is affected by the performance 
of the drive amplifier of the electric motor. The drive amplifier, in the present 
experimental setup, due to its lower speed reduces the system responsiveness and 
thereby the performance of the system. Secondly, the presented experimental work 
is carried out on a robot gantry manipulator with multiple degrees of freedom. The 
joints which are not used in the experiments are mechanically clamped. It is 
observed while performing the experiments that there is some introduction of a 
mechanical compliance and thereby it affects the performance.  
The research work done with an aim to demonstrate a generic control philosophy 
of torque control in electric actuators. As stated earlier, this work is suitable to 
generalisation and this adaptive control structure can also be applied. 
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Figure 33: Comparison between the PID and Fuzzy Controller for geometrical profiles 
 
3. While following simple geometrical shapes with some nonlinear complexities, the 
force error band is ±2N in case of PID controller while it is±1N in case of a fuzzy 
controller. But it is observed that whilst reproducing the geometrical profile of the 
surface, the fuzzy controller is smoother rather than the jerky behaviour of the PID 
controller. 
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Figure 34: Comparison between the PID and Fuzzy Controller for geometrical profiles 
 
 
 
4. The overshoot from the PID controller is 0.33% of the F.S.V. (Full Scale Value) 
and from the fuzzy controller is 0.2% of FSV. 
 
Execution speed 
(µs) 
(Software based) 
Force error 
(N) 
Simple shapes 
Force error 
Complex shapes 
(N) 
Overshoot 
PID  
Controller 
3.62 µs ±2N ±2N 0.33% of FSV 
Fuzzy Controller 12.8 µs ±1N ±1N 0.2% of FSV 
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Table 35: Performance comparison between PID and Fuzzy Controller on the 
experimental rig 
 
6.5 Proposed modified controller structure for PID+Fuzzy Controller 
 
The torque control in electric actuator for the robot interaction with the environment has 
been demonstrated with the PID controller and the fuzzy controller. The PID controller 
due it its ease of implementation and good performance can be used for simple control 
tasks while the fuzzy controller can be incorporated whilst dealing with complex non 
linear environments. Therefore, in this section a modified control strategy has been 
proposed to include both the PID and the fuzzy controllers in a single control structure and 
to have a switching mechanism between the two controllers based on a selection criterion. 
As shown in the following block diagram, Figure 37, the decision for the controller is 
based on selection criterion and the decision is made in real time. The torque and position 
of the motor are monitored in real time and the force error and rate of change of force 
error information is used for the selection criterion. For example, in deburring or surface 
following operations, when the surface geometry is simple, PID controller is implemented 
when the error and change of force error are within the acceptable band. If the surface 
geometry changes, it is indicated in the error and rate of change of error, fuzzy logic is 
introduced to deal with complex non-linear environments. The transition from one 
controller to the other is done gradually so there is no jerky behaviour in the system which 
is important for surface finishing operations such as deburring. 
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Figure 36: Modified Controller structure for PID+Fuzzy controllers 
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Figure 37: Profile of the surface following using the modified control strategy  
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Chapter 7 
7. Main Contributions and Conclusions of the research 
 
This work presents an approach for the control of robot electric actuators when the robot 
interacts with an external object or surface. The presented research work is primarily 
based on achieving accurate torque control in the robot electric actuators and introduction 
of software compliance in the system. The controlled interaction results in a stable and 
specified force contact with the surface. Therefore, robot force control is accomplished 
without the inclusion of any external sensors in the system. The subordinate advantages 
are cost, adaptable to different working conditions and increase in the responsiveness of 
the system. Due to these mentioned advantages, the control philosophy can be adapted to 
the traditionally manual manufacturing techniques such as deburring, composite layouts 
and also can be used in coordinate measuring machines. 
 
The following are the main contributions of the presented work: 
 
1.      Introduction of compliant behaviour in electric actuators 
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     A broad literature survey was carried out for robot force control. It was concluded 
that the current robot force control strategies employed for the interaction with the 
environment or object have inherent stiffness and rely on the sensory feedback to 
realise interaction forces. The research work has demonstrated the compliant 
behaviour, by varying the stiffness, in the joint robot electric actuators. The control 
philosophy, as opposite to stiff surfaces is applied in real time where the robot 
interacts with an external environment. This is achieved in real time torque control 
in the robot electric actuators. There are no external sensors connected to the robot 
and this was demonstrated on the experimental setup. The research has shown that 
the electric actuator stiffness can be altered and it can be compared to be a 
programmable spring. 
 
2.      Mathematical representation of PMSM for torque control 
 
          A mathematical representation of the electric actuator (PMSM), used in the 
research, is carried out. The operation of PMSM requires Vector control includes 
the decomposition of the three stator currents into imaginary two axes components 
for simplification of the operation. The derivation of torque to current and thereby 
relating it to the force exerted on the system.  The operation of PMSM is difficult 
and the control philosophy has been demonstrated on the same platform and 
therefore, the presented research work presented is suitable for generalisation to 
other electric actuators such as dc motors. 
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3.   Application for contour-following systems without geometrical knowledge    
           
       A two dimensional contour following system has been developed based on torque 
control of electric actuators. Software is designed and implemented for robot force 
control on external environments with no previous geometrical knowledge. It is 
shown the robot force control can be achieved for contour following applications. 
The two dimensional contour following was carried out on artefacts within the 
desired force tolerance range. 
 
4.      Study of control strategies –PID control and Fuzzy control 
          
         The inclusion of control strategies such as PID control and Fuzz logic control has 
been demonstrated and compared for following contours with unknown 
geometrical profiles. It was shown that the PID controller was within ±2N and the 
fuzzy controller was within a ±1N. The results were based on the existing 
experimental setup.  Then a modified controller structure (PID+Fuzzy) is proposed 
for processes with complexities and non-linearities during the contour following 
operations. The intention is to operate the system initially with PID control and 
then the selection criterion makes decision on whether to incorporate the fuzzy 
controller in the structure. 
5.     Survey of application areas for this novel control philosophy 
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The presented work is broadly based on the automation of manufacturing tasks like 
deburring and composite layouts but can be applied to other industrial applications. 
Therefore, a survey of the potential research and manufacturing areas of the research 
has been carried out where this control philosophy can be applied. 
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Chapter 8 
8. Recommendations for future work 
 
The main contributions of the research undertaken are presented in the last chapter. 
Several perspective research directions and modifications, based on the contributions of 
the presented research work, can be outlined as follows: 
 
1.      Demonstration of the control philosophy on a three dimensional environment 
           
         The presented experimental work is performed on a gantry robot manipulator 
interacting with a two dimensional environment. The control philosophy can be 
extended to three dimensional environments. Therefore, the philosophy can be 
easily applied to industrial manufacturing areas (like deburring, composite layouts) 
which deal with three dimensional environments. 
 
2.      Inclusion of human behaviour in the automation of manufacturing tasks 
            
         The primary aim of the research work was to automate the industrial applications 
which have been traditionally carried out by human skilled craftsmen. Therefore, it 
is vital to include the human expertise into the controller. The introduction of 
fuzzy logic in this work is the start of the inclusion of human behaviour in the 
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control structure. But, this needs further development in order to deal with work 
pieces with complex geometries. 
 
3.     Comparison of the research work with other existing control philosophies  
           
          The presented control philosophy is solely based upon the accurate and precise 
control of the robot electric actuators. The research work can be further extended 
to compare the results between this research work and robots with other existing 
methodologies such as -mounted force sensors; in industrial applications. 
 
4.      Application of the research work to industrial six axes of freedom robot 
manipulator 
      Industrial robot applications have robots with six axes of freedom. The control 
philosophy can be applied to each of the robot electric actuator but a supervisory 
controller has to be designed which will observe and calculate the forward 
kinematics of the robot.  
 
5.     Development of the drive amplifier in the digital processor 
         In the presented research, the performance of the electric actuator was limited by 
the drive amplifier. To overcome this problem, the vector controller of the motor 
can be developed in the digital processor. By achieving this capability, the electric 
actuator can be programmed in real time to behave as a programmable spring 
where the stiffness and the damping of the actuator can be controlled more 
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effectively. This will enhance the system responsiveness and also aid in accurate 
and compliant torque control.  
     6.  Applications in CAD directed robotic deburring              
            The presented work can be used in applications with CAD directed robotic 
deburring. The work can be extended to get the present geometrical profile of the 
surface and then compared with the CAD model for the desired shape and the 
controller strategies can be modified or altered depending on the complexities of 
the surface or object. 
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Appendices: 
 
I. DSP TMS320F2812 Introduction- 
 
 High-Performance Static CMOS Technology  
 150 MHz (6.67-ns Cycle Time)  
 Low-Power (1.8-V Core @135 MHz, 1.9-V Core @150 MHz, 3.3-V I/O) Design  
 3.3-V Flash Programming Voltage 
 JTAG Boundary Scan Support   
 High-Performance 32-Bit CPU (TMS320C28x)  
 16 x 16 and 32 x 32 MAC Operations  
 16 x 16 Dual MAC  
 Harvard Bus Architecture  
 Atomic Operations  
 Fast Interrupt Response and Processing  
 Unified Memory Programming Model  
 4M Linear Program Address Reach  
 4M Linear Data Address Reach  
 Code-Efficient (in C/C++ and Assembly)  
 TMS320F24x/LF240x Processor Source Code Compatible 
 On-Chip Memory  
 Flash Devices: Up to 128K x 16 Flash 
    (Four 8K x 16 and Six 16K x 16 Sectors)  
 ROM Devices: Up to 128K x 16 ROM  
 1K x 16 OTP ROM  
 L0 and L1: 2 Blocks of 4K x 16 Each Single-Access RAM (SARAM)  
 H0: 1 Block of 8K x 16 SARAM  
 M0 and M1: 2 Blocks of 1K x 16 Each SARAM 
 Boot ROM (4K x 16)  
 With Software Boot Modes  
 Standard Math Tables 
 External Interface (F2812)  
 Up to 1M Total Memory  
 Programmable Wait States  
 Programmable Read/Write Strobe Timing  
 Three Individual Chip Selects 
 Clock and System Control  
 Dynamic PLL Ratio Changes Supported  
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 On-Chip Oscillator  
 Watchdog Timer Module 
 Three External Interrupts  
 Peripheral Interrupt Expansion (PIE) Block That Supports 45 Peripheral Interrupts  
 128-Bit Security Key/Lock  
 Protects Flash/ROM/OTP and L0/L1 SARAM  
 Prevents Firmware Reverse Engineering 
 Three 32-Bit CPU-Timers  
 Motor Control Peripherals  
 Two Event Managers (EVA, EVB)  
 Compatible to 240x Devices 
 Serial Port Peripherals  
 Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)  
 Two Serial Communications Interfaces (SCIs), Standard UART  
 Enhanced Controller Area Network (eCAN)  
 Multichannel Buffered Serial Port (McBSP) With SPI Mode 
 12-Bit ADC, 16 Channels  
 2 x 8 Channel Input Multiplexer  
 Two Sample-and-Hold  
 Single/Simultaneous Conversions  
 Fast Conversion Rate: 80 ns/12.5 MSPS 
 Up to 56 Individually Programmable, Multiplexed General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) Pins  
 TMS320F2812 
 TMS320F2812 
CPU 1 C28x   
Peak MMACS 150   
Frequency(MHz) 150   
RAM 36 KB   
OTP ROM 2 KB   
Flash 256 KB   
EMIF 1 16-Bit   
PWM 1 16-Ch   
CAP/QEP 6/2   
ADC 1 16-Ch12-Bit   
ADC Conversion 
Time 
80 ns 
McBSP 1   
UART 2 SCI   
SPI 1   
CAN 1   
Timers 416-BitGP,1 WD   
GPIO 56   
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Core Supply (Volts) 1.9 V   
IO Supply (Volts) 3.3 V   
Operating 
Temperature  
Range (&deg;C) 
-40 to 85,-40 
to 125   
 
Figure 38: Top View of the ezdsp F2812 Board 
 
 
 
Appendix C 
http://www.mavilor.es/pdf_products/ma_series.pdf 
 
III. Introduction and operation of PWM in the amplifier of the motor 
 
A triangular wave signal is produced by an oscillator circuit and fed to a summing point.  
The output from the summing point is connected to the input of two threshold level 
circuits, one detecting positive level and the other negative level.  The outputs of these 
threshold circuits provide the switching signals for the power circuits. 
 
Also fed to the summing point is the idc error signal which, when added to the triangular 
waveform will trigger either the positive or negative level circuits. 
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Referring to fig. 1.   With no idc signal, neither threshold circuit is triggered and so there 
is no output to the power circuits. 
 
Referring to fig. 2.  A small positive idc signal will have the effect of raising the triangular 
waveform so that the positive threshold circuit will be triggered for short periods of time 
every cycle.  The resulting switching or the power circuits will result in a low level of 
average voltage (and hence current) fed to the motor. 
 
Referring to figs. 3 to 5.   As the triangular wave is raised higher by increasing values of 
idc, the time that the threshold circuit is conducting every cycle increases, causing the 
average voltage of the output to increase proportionately.  I some versions of PWM 
circuits the triangular wave is raised above the threshold level, causing 100% modulation. 
 
Referring to figs. 6 to 9.  These diagrams show, that for negative values of idc, the other 
(negative) threshold circuit is triggered for increasing amounts of time, as the idc value 
gets larger.  This switches the power circuits so that the current through the motor 
windings is in the reverse direction to that in figs. 2 to 5. 
 
In a drive for a three phase brushless motor, three PWM circuits are used to control the 
currents in each of the phases individually.  By combining the idc signal with signals 
derived from a resolver fitted to the motor shaft, commutation of the motor can be 
achieved.  The outputs from the PWM circuits will be pseudo sine waves whose phase 
relationship will cause the motor to rotate in the correct direction. 
 
At any instant the average voltage output to the motor combined with the back emf 
generated by the motor, if it is rotating, will determine the current flow through the motor 
windings.  This in turn determines the torque produced by the motor.  If the torque is 
higher than that to maintain the load on the motor at it’s present speed, the motor will 
accelerate, conversely if it is lower the motor will decelerate or stay at the same speed if 
the torque balances the load. 
 
The frequency of the output is controlled automatically by the signal from the resolver 
being directly related to the motor instantaneous speed. 
 
 
IV. PID Control Appendix 
Part A:  
The following section describes the mathematical/software implementation of the PID 
controller. 
Proportional  
Proportional control is the easiest feedback control to implement and it is just the error 
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signal multiplied by a constant and fed out to the motor drive. The proportional term gets 
calculated with the following code:  
double pTerm; 
pTerm = pid->pGain * error; 
 
Integral  
Integral control is used to add long-term precision to a control loop which is almost 
always used in conjunction with proportional control. The code to implement an integrator 
is shown below. The integrator state, iState is the sum of all the preceding inputs. The 
parameters iMin and iMax are the minimum and maximum allowable integrator state 
values.  
double iTerm; 
// calculate the integral state  with appropriate limiting 
pid->iState += error; 
if (pid->iState > pid->iMax)  
pid->iState =pid->iMax; 
else if (pid->iState <pid-> iMin)  
pid->iState = pid->iMin; 
iTerm = pid->iGain * iState;  
 
Differential 
Differential term is based on the rate of change of error. The code below shows the 
differential term of a PID controller.  
double dTerm; 
dTerm = error-olderror; 
   
 
 Part B:  
 
Future Work: Deburring application 
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The section describes a method to perform CAD directed robot deburring. The robot is 
allowed to trace the entire surface before deburring. The geometrical profile of the surface 
is obtained as shown in Figure 39 by monitoring the normal force component to the 
surface. The surface under consideration has got undulations. This can be then compared 
the desired CAD model of the surface. Thus, the deburring strategy can be developed and 
the controller structure can be modified or altered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39: Force profile following a curved surface 
 
 
 
 
V. Vector Control Summary 
 
1. The 3-phase stator currents are measured. These measurements provide values ui  and vi . 
wi  is calculated because ui , vi and wi  have this relationship: ui  + vi  + wi    = 0. 
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2. The 3-phase currents are converted to a two axis system. This conversion provides the 
variables sid and siq  from the measured ui  and vi  and the calculated values wi . sid  and 
siq  are time-varying quadrature current values as viewed from the perspective of the 
stator. 
 
3. The two axis coordinate system is rotated to align with the rotor flux using a 
transformation angle calculated at the last iteration of the control loop. This conversion 
provides the 
r
sid  and 
r
siq  variables from sid  and siq .  
r
sid and 
r
siq  are the quadrature 
currents transformed to the rotating coordinate system.  
 
4. Error signals are formed using 
r
sid  ,  
r
siq and reference values for each. 
• The 
r
sid  reference controls rotor magnetizing flux. 
• The 
r
siq  reference controls the torque output of the motor. 
• The error signals are input to PI controllers. 
• The output of the controllers provides 
*r
sid  and 
*r
siq  , which is a voltage vector that will 
be sent to the motor. 
 
5. A new transformation angle is estimated
*
sid ,
*
siq  and 
*r
sid  and 
*r
siq  are the inputs. 
The new angle guides the vector control algorithm as to where to place the next voltage 
vector. 
 
6. The 
*r
sid  and 
*r
siq  output values from the PI controllers are rotated back to the 
stationary reference frame using the new angle. This calculation provides the next 
quadrature voltage values 
*
sid and
*
siq . 
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7. The 
*
sid   and 
*
siq   values are transformed back to 3- phase values. The 3-phase voltage 
values are used to calculate new PWM duty cycle values that generate the desired voltage 
vector.  
 
VI. Description of coordinate transforms 
The first coordinate transform, called the Clarke Transform, as shown in Figure 45, moves 
a three axis two dimensional coordinate system, referenced to the stator, onto a two axis 
system, keeping the same reference. 
 
Figure 45: Clarke transform 
 
At this point, you have the stator current represented on a two axis orthogonal system with 
the axis called α-β. The next step is to transform into another two axis system that is 
rotating with the rotor flux. This transformation uses the Park Transform. This two axis 
rotating coordinate system is called the d-q axis. θ represents the rotor angle. 
 
 
After the PI iteration you have two voltage component vectors in the rotating d-q axis. 
You will need to go through complementary inverse transforms to get back to the 3-phase 
motor voltage. First you transform from the two axis rotating d-q frame to the two axis 
stationary frame α-β. This transformation uses the Inverse Park Transform. 
 
 
The next step is to transform from the stationary two axis α-β frame to the stationary three 
axes, 3-phase reference frame of the stator. Mathematically, this transformation 
is accomplished with the Inverse Clark Transform. 
 
 
 
Inverse Park Transform 
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The following section [ shows the Inverse Parke Transformation. 
*r
dsi ,
*r
qsi and r  are the 
inputs. The two rotating currents are  transformed into a two phase orthogonal stationary 
frame. The equations are as follows:  
 
*
dsi = 
*r
dsi *Cos r  - 
*r
qsi  * Sin r
.....................................................................(12)
 
  
*
qsi = 
*r
dsi *Sin r  + 
*r
qsi  * Cos r
..................................................................(13)
 
 
 Inverse Clarke Transform 
The Inverse Clarke Transformation converts balanced two-phase quadrature quantities 
into balanced three-phase quantities. The equations are as follows: 
*
ui =  
*
dsi
..................................................................................................................(14)
 
*
vi = 3 /2(
*
qsi ) – (
*
dsi )/2 
............................................................................(15)
 
*
wi = - 
*
ui - 
*
vi
.........................................................................................................(16)
 
 
Park Transform 
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The Park Transform is a well known three phase to two phase transformation in 
synchronous machines analysis. The mathematical equations are as follows: 
     
    
r
dsi  = qsi  * Sin r  + dsi * Cos r
.................................................................(17)
 
     
r
qsi  = qsi  * Cos r  - dsi * Sin r
.................................................................(18)
 
Clarke Transform 
In the implementation of the Clarke Transformation, three phase stationary parameters are 
converted into a two-phase stationary reference frame. The Clarke Transformation 
mathematical equations are as follows: 
dsi = ui
.....................................................................................................................(19)
 
qsi = 1/ 3 ( ui ) + 2/ 3 ( vi )
........................................................................(20)
 
VII. Mathematical derivations for torque control in PMSM  
 
The following section derives, with the aid of mathematical motor equations, the direct 
relationship between torque of the PMSM and the q axis component of the stator current, 
the torque increases with the increase in the angle between the stator flux linkage and the 
rotor flux linkage. Maximum torque is achieved at 90 degrees. 
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Figure 40: Stator and rotor flux linkages in different reference frames 
 
 
In the equations (1), (2), (3) and (4), F represents voltage current flux linkages 
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......................................................................................(1) 
 
The inverse transformation is as follows, 
 


















y
x
q
d
F
F
F
F




cos
sin
sin
cos
………………………………………………………  (2) 
 
 
F d =cosδ*F x -sinδ*F y ……..……………….…...…………..……………………. (3) 
 
F q =sinδ*F x +cosδ*F y …………. ………….….………………..……………….. (4) 
 
 
cosδ= d / s ………………………………………….…………………..….…….. (5) 
 
sinδ= q / s  …………………………………………………………………..…… (6) 
 
Substituting equations (14) and (15) in equation (5) we obtain, 
  
   )sin*cos*()cos*isin*(i
22
3
yxd  yxqe ii
P
T 











 ……….....…. (7) 
 
Substituting  equations (16) and (17) in equation (18) we have, 
f
 
d axis 
q axis 
X 
Y 
δ 
 
s  
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

 ………………...… (8) 
 
In the above equation, after expansion of brackets we obtain the following equation where 
it is shown that the torque is directly proportional to the y axis (q axis),as shown in Figure 
49, component of the stator current if the amplitude of the stator flux linkage is kept 
constant.  
 
yse i
P
T 












22
3
………………………………….……………………………    (9) 
 
ye iT  …………………………………………………………………………. (10) 
 
Equations (3) and (4) from the previous section can be written as follows 
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As y  is zero, since the x-axis is fixed at the stator flux linkage, the equation of current 
yi can be obtained from the above equation, which is as follows 
 
yi = (1/Ls)* f * sinδ……………………………………………………………… (12) 
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From Equation (21) and (23), we obtain, 
 
eT ……………………………………………………………………….…. (13) 
 
Therefore, from equations (12) and (13), it is proven that the torque increases with 
increase in δ and it is maximum at Π/2, if the amplitude of the stator flux linkage is kept 
constant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
VIII. DSP Software code- 
 
 
 
The following sections include the software codes written in C language for the 
TMS320F2812 DSP using the code composer environment. 
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  Program for the X axis controller for conventional PID controller 
 
//**************************************************************************** 
// Program created for Contour following applications on InFACT, UWE, Bristol. 
// X-axis control program. 
//**************************************************************************** 
#include "DSP28_Device.h" 
#include "math.h" // preprocessor commands  
#include "string.h"// preprocessor commands 
// Prototype statement for functions found within this file. 
// The following three commands are used when the program needs to be downloaded on the onboard DSP 
SD memory 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadstart; 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadend; 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_runstart; 
 
void InitECan(void);  // subroutine for the initialization of the CAN bus 
void spi_fifo_init(void); // subroutine for the initialization of the SPI (serial peripheral interface)           
module 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a); // subroutine for the transmission of the SPI 
void InitAdc1(void); // subroutine for the initialization of the A to D converter 
void CurrentCal(void); // subroutine for the Current feedback from the motor 
void PIDloop(void); // PID loop subroutine 
void positionloop(void); // subroutine number 1 for position feedback from the motor  
void positionloop1(void); // subroutine number 2 for position feedback from the motor 
extern void DSP28x_usDelay(unsigned long Count); 
 
 
 
 
// Global variables for this program are as follows 
int j; 
Uint16 dataread; 
int x;//=0;                                            //position counter variable 
Uint16 average; 
Uint16 y;//=0; 
int a,i; 
int avg;  
Uint16 speed,speed1;                       //speed output from the DSP processor 
Uint16 X,Y,Z;//=0; 
int d;//=0;                                          //Initial current (torque) setup variable 
int level,actual,forcex,forcey,ftotal; 
int e;//=0; 
int p;//=0; 
Uint16 final; 
double force; 
int can;//=0; 
int can1;//=0; 
Uint16 max_current;//=2048; 
int check;//=0; 
//short buffer[1000]; 
int trial; 
Uint16 error,errordot,sumerror,olderror;//=0; 
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int control; 
int inc;//=0; 
int u;//=0; 
int t; 
 
 
 
//Main Program is as follows 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
 
//memcpy(&secureRamFuncs_runstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadend-
&secureRamFuncs_loadstart);  
 
// This function is used when the program has to be downloaded in the Flash memory of the DSP 
 
  
//InitFlash (); // Flash subroutine for the DSP 
  
//All the variables are initialised to zero at the start of the program 
x=0; 
y=0; 
X=0; 
Y=0; 
Z=0; 
d=0; 
e=0; 
p=0; 
can =0; 
can1=0; 
max_current =2048; 
check =0; 
olderror =0; 
inc =0; 
u=0; 
t=0; 
 
InitSysCtrl(); // Initialise the system control registers, watchdog ,clocks to default state 
  
  
    EALLOW;  // EALLOW and EDIS are the commands needed to access special purpose registers 
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = 0x3; // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/6 clock speed is reduced 
    EDIS; 
  
    EALLOW; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPAMUX.all =0X0000; // Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPADIR.all =0XF000;  // Pins used for input/output operations 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBMUX.all =0X0000; // Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBDIR.all =0X003F;  // Pins used for input/output operations 
    EDIS; 
 
    EALLOW;  
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 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.all = 0X0000; //Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.all =0X0000; // Pins used for input or output routines 
    EDIS; 
  
    EALLOW; 
            GpioMuxRegs.GPFMUX.all =0x00CF; // Pins used for SPI and CAN facility   
            GpioMuxRegs.GPFDIR.all =0X004F;  // Pins used for input or output operations 
    EDIS; 
    // Select GPIOs to be SPI pins and CAN pins 
 
    InitECan (); // Initialise the A to D subroutine 
     
    EALLOW; 
    ECanaRegs.CANMC.bit.SUSP=1; 
    EDIS; 
 
    EALLOW; 
    SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.ADCENCLK=1; // ADC clock enable 
    EDIS; 
     
    InitAdc (); // ADC routine 
   InitAdc1 (); // ADC routine 
     
    EALLOW; 
    SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.SPIENCLK=1; //SPI clock enable 
    EDIS;    
     
// the following registers are used for initialization of the CAN registers 
//Write to the MSGID field of TRANSMIT mailbox MBOX0   
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MID.all = 0x9555AAA0; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MID.all = 0x9555AAA1; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MID.all = 0x9555AAA2;     
             
   ECanaRegs.CANMD.all = 0xFFFFFFF2;  
  
    // Specify that 8 bits will be sent/received 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MCF.bit.DLC = 8; 
            
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRL.all = 0x9555AAA0; 
ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRH.all = 0x89999999; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all = 0; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all = 0; 
  
 //ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all = 0; 
 //ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all = 0; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MCF.bit.DLC = 8; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all = 0x9555AAA2; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all = 0x11111111; 
  
 spi_fifo_init();   // Initialise the SPI of the processor 
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    //spi_xmit(0x7FF0); 
    speed=0x7F00; //0x7E00;//0x7C00;//0x7A00;//less overshoot//changed from 0x7A00 for deburring 
applications                
    spi_xmit(speed);//Transmit the SPI speed 
 
            // The speed command issues the signal to amplifier to move the motor until it interacts with an 
environment 
    //speed1=speed; 
    can=0; 
    control=1; 
     
    while(x<3) // This while loop was used to overcome a tight spot in the travel. This part is solely 
used for that purpose 
  { 
   positionloop1(); 
    } 
 /*  
checkpoint:if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1) //Position feedback 
   { 
    DELAY_US(2); // Delay of 2 micro seconds 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1) 
    { 
     x++;  
    } 
    else 
    { 
      goto checkpoint; 
    } 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    goto checkpoint; 
   } 
    
    
    
   
   if(x>3)*/ 
  // { 
               d=2048; 
checkpoint1:   CurrentCal(); //Current calculation subroutine 
  
      if(d>1725) //changed the value from 1700 for deburring application  
       
    { 
     positionloop1(); 
     goto checkpoint1; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        
                                     while(d<2060)//changed the value from 1700 for deburring application 
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      { 
      //Reverse the motor to reduce overshoot 
                                                            // This part detects the interaction with the environment 
      //speed=speed-100; 
      speed=0x8600; 
      spi_xmit(speed); 
      CurrentCal(); 
      } 
     goto begin; 
    } 
 //  } 
     
 /*   else 
    { 
Zero: if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==0) 
       { 
       goto checkpoint; 
       } 
       else 
       { 
       goto Zero; 
       } 
    } 
*/     
     
begin: if(can==0) // The loop through the CAN  bus instruct the Y controller to start the travel across the 
work piece  
 { 
    
 ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF; //enables the CAN transmission 
 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
            ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000001; // Set TRS for all transmit mailboxes 
   
  while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000001) {} 
            ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;  
     
           } 
      
       
      Can =1; 
//****************************************************************************      
   While (ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all! =0x12121212) //This loop is for an end of travel signal from 
the Y controller after the axes has finished its travel 
  { 
   
//****************************************************************************   
  
             
      While (ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all==0x89999998) //This loop is for a 
signal for X to get back into speed control 
       
        { 
          speed=speed+1; 
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          if(speed>0x8100) 
          { 
           speed=0x8100; 
          } 
            spi_xmit(speed); // Transmit the speed 
            DELAY_US(300);  // Delay of 300 micro seconds 
            CurrentCal(); // Call the current subroutine 
             
                         
        } 
        
//******************************************************************************             
              
   // The following are the upper and lower current limits for the controller which are calibrated to force 
values to be exerted on the environment    
       
      if(d>2100 | d<2080) 
  { 
       
        while(d>2100) //& ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all!=0x12121212) 
        { 
         error=d-1700; // Calculate the error between the desired and actual current values 
         //PIDloop(); // Call for the PID subroutine 
         speed=speed-control; // The value for control variable is obtained from the PIDloop subroutine 
         spi_xmit(speed); 
         DELAY_US(200); // Delay of 200 microseconds 
         CurrentCal(); // Call the current feedback subroutine 
          
        } 
         
        
      
        
         while(d<2080)// & ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all!=0x12121212) 
        { 
         error=1700-d; // Calculate the error between the desired and actual current values 
         //PIDloop();// Call for the PID subroutine 
         speed=speed+control; // The value for control variable is obtained from the PIDloop subroutine 
 
         spi_xmit(speed); 
         DELAY_US(200); // Delay of 200 microseconds 
         CurrentCal();// Call the current feedback subroutine 
 
          
        } 
        } 
         
        else 
        { 
        spi_xmit (speed); // If the current is within the desired upper and lower limits transmit the same speed 
values through the SPI 
        } 
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 CurrentCal (); // Get the updated current value 
   
  } 
   
// the program control remains in the above while loop only till the Y axis is traversing the workpiece. As 
soon as  it reaches the end it issues a command and the X control comes out of the loop. Then the X 
controller goes back to its home position. It counts up the number of position counts it went to reach the 
surface and comes back the same number and reaches the HOME position.    
   
   t=0; 
   
   speed =0x8100; 
     spi_xmit (speed); // speed in negative X to go to READY position 
     check =0; 
   while (t<x) // x is the number of counts required to move towards the surface and 
                                                t is the number of counts coming back from the surface  
   { 
      
     Positionloop ();  
     DELAY_US (300); // Delay of 300 micro seconds 
   } 
    
    
  spi_xmit (0x8000); //zero speed of X to retain ie to stop 
   
   
   
 ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN Xmission 
 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
            ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000004;// Set TRS for all transmit mailboxes 
  While (ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000004) {} 
                                 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;  
 
end:      goto end;   
     
 
}  
       
 // The following are the various initialization subroutines declared at the beginning of the software. They 
include Serial peripheral interface (SPI) , analog to Digital Conversion (ADC), PID control loop, Position 
feedback loop,         
void spi_fifo_init()           
{ 
// Initialize SPI FIFO registers 
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=0; // Reset SpI 
 
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.all=0x000F;       //16-bit character 
   SpiaRegs.SPICTL.all=0x0006;        
// SpiaRegs.SPISTS.all=0x0000; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIBRR=0x001E;           // Baud rate 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.all=0xC028;      // Enable FIFO's, set TX FIFO level to 8 
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   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFCT.all=0x00; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIPRI.all=0x0010; 
     
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=1;  // Enable SpI 
 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.bit.TXFIFO=1; 
   
}  
 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a) 
{ 
 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5= 0; 
  
    SpiaRegs.SPITXBUF=a; 
     
star:   if(SpiaRegs.SPISTS.bit.INT_FLAG==1) 
    { 
     dataread = SpiaRegs.SPIRXBUF; 
   GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5 =1; 
   
    } 
    else 
    { 
    goto star; 
 }  
 
} 
 
 
 
void InitAdc1() 
 
{ 
    AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all = 0x0000;       // Setup 2 conv's on SEQ1 
    AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV00 = 0x0; // Setup ADCINA3 as 1st SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV01 = 0; // Setup ADCINA2 as 2nd SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.CONT_RUN= 1;     // set continuous conversion 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x2040; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.SOC_SEQ1 = 1; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.EVA_SOC_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable EVASOC to start SEQ1 
 //   AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.INT_ENA_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable SEQ1 interrupt (every   
/* AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x0040; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.all= 0x2000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL3.all= 0x00E1; 
 AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCASEQSR.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCST.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ3.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ4.all= 0x0000; 
  
 */   
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  //AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.RST_SEQ1 = 1;         // Reset SEQ1 
 
}  
 
void CurrentCal() 
       
{ 
          
    e=0;    
          
check_current: 
       Y=(AdcRegs.ADCRESULT0); 
       X=(Y >> 4); 
        
       if(X>(d+200) | X<(d-200)) 
       { 
        
         if(e==3) 
         { 
          goto check_current1; 
           
         } 
          
        DELAY_US(25); 
        e=e+1; 
        goto check_current; 
         
       } 
        
       else 
       { 
       goto check_current1; 
        
       } 
        
check_current1:  d=X; 
    if(d<max_current) 
         { 
         max_current=d; 
         } 
                   
         /*level=2048; 
         actual=level-d; 
         forcex=(actual/10); 
         forcey=ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all; 
         force=(forcey*forcey)+(forcex*forcex); 
         ftotal=sqrt(force); 
         if(inc>50 & u<1000) 
         { 
         u++; 
         buffer[u]=ftotal; 
         inc=0; 
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         else 
         { 
         inc++; 
         }*/ 
          
} 
 
void PIDloop() 
{ 
 
errordot=error-olderror; 
sumerror=sumerror+error; 
olderror=error; 
control=(0.001*error)+(0.01*errordot)+(0.001*sumerror);// PID Control Kp, Ki and Kd 
/*if(control>3) 
{ 
 control=2; 
} 
else 
{ 
control=1; 
}*/ 
control=1; 
} 
 
 
void positionloop() 
{ 
  if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)//Position feedback 
   { 
     
    if(check==0) 
    { 
       
    DELAY_US(40); 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)  
          {  
     
     t++; 
     check=1;       
       } 
        }     
      } 
    
  else 
  { 
  check=0; 
  } 
} 
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void positionloop1() 
{ 
  if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)//Position feedback 
   { 
     
    if(check==0) 
    { 
       
    DELAY_US(40); 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)  
          {  
     
     x++; 
     check=1;       
       } 
        }     
      } 
    
  else 
  { 
  check=0; 
  } 
} 
 
 
//=========================================================================== 
 
 
 
 
 
b  Program for the Y axis controller for conventional PID controller 
 
 
 
//************************************************************************** 
//Software for contour following applications on InFACT, UWE, Bristol for Y axis control   
//************************************************************************* 
 
// preprocessor commands 
#include "DSP28_Device.h" 
//#include "DSP28_Examples.h" 
 
// Prototype statements for functions found within this file. 
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extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadstart; 
extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadend; 
extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_runstart; 
 
 
void InitECan(void);  //initialization for  CAN in the DSP 
void spi_fifo_init(void); // initialization for the serial peripheral interface (SPI) 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a); 
void InitAdc1(void); // initialization for the analog to digital converter (ADC) 
void CurrentCal(void); //Current feedback calculation 
void Currentloop(void); 
void positionloop(void); //position feedback calculation 
extern void DSP28x_usDelay(unsigned long Count); // subroutine for delay loop. 
 
// Global variable for this example 
Uint32  ErrorCount; 
Uint32  MessageReceivedCount; 
 
//Uint32  TestMbox1 = 0; 
//Uint32  TestMbox2 = 0; 
//Uint32  TestMbox3 = 0; 
int j; 
Uint16 dataread; 
int x;//=0; 
Uint16 X,Y,Z;//=0; 
Uint16 d;//=0; 
int e;//=0; 
int a; 
int can; 
Uint16 speed,speed1; 
int flag,level,actual,forcey; 
int check;//=0; 
int test; 
int repeat; 
int repeat1; 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
 
 
memcpy(&secureRamFuncs_runstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadend-
&secureRamFuncs_loadstart); 
  
InitFlash(); // Flash memory initialization 
 x=0; 
 X=0; 
 Y=0; 
 Z=0; 
 e=0; 
 check =0; 
 d=0; 
 repeat =0; 
 repeat1 =0; 
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 EALLOW; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPAMUX.all=0X0000; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPADIR.all=0XF000; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBMUX.all=0X0000; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBDIR.all=0X003F; 
 EDIS; 
 
 EALLOW;  
 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.all= 0X0000; 
 GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.all=0X0000; 
 EDIS; 
  
 EALLOW; 
           GpioMuxRegs.GPFMUX.all=0x00CF; 
           GpioMuxRegs.GPFDIR.all=0X004F; 
            EDIS; 
      // Select GPIOs to be SPI pins   
                        // Port F MUX - x000 0000 0000 1111 
   
InitSysCtrl (); // Initialize system control registers, watchdog, clocks to default state 
EALLOW; 
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = 0x3; // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/6 
 EDIS; 
     
    EALLOW; 
 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.SPIENCLK=1; 
 EDIS; 
 spi_fifo_init (); 
 spi_xmit (0x8050); //zero speed-8050 
 //d=2048; 
 Check =0; 
  
  
InitECan (); // Initializing the CAN interface 
 
 EALLOW; 
 ECanaRegs.CANMC.bit.SUSP=1; 
 EDIS; 
  
 EALLOW; 
 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.SPIENCLK=1; 
 EDIS; 
  
 EALLOW; 
 SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.ADCENCLK=1; 
 EDIS; 
  
 InitAdc ();  // initializing the analog to digital converter 
    InitAdc1 (); // initializing the analog to digital converter 
  
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MID.all = 0x9555AAA0; 
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 ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MID.all = 0x9555AAA1; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MID.all = 0x9555AAA2; 
     
     
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRL.all=0; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRH.all=0; 
     
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MCF.bit.DLC=8; 
    //ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MCF.bit.DLC=8; 
     
    ECanaRegs.CANMD.all = 0xFFFFFFF5;  
     
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all=0x9555AAA1; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all=0x00000000; 
     
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all=0; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all=0; 
     
  
    ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF; 
     
  
 d=2048; 
// test=1; 
  
// The Y controller waits to receive a start signal from the X controller indicating it is in contact with an 
environment. As soon as the Y controller receives the signal it starts to traverse the component or work 
piece initially in speed control but if the Y controller encounters an obstacle it sends a signal through the 
CAN bus indicating to X to switch to speed loop. Thus there is a constant real time switching in between the 
speed and the current loops depending on the situation. 
 
 
zerospeed: if(ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRH.all==0x89999999) 
      { 
      //speed=0x8060; 
      DELAY_US(500000);//no time delay- taken out for deburring application 
      speed=0x8100; 
      spi_xmit(0x8100); 
      //speed1=speed; 
      } 
       
      else 
      { 
      goto zerospeed; 
      } 
    
   
   while(x<10) //span of traverse of the Y controller 
   { 
   CurrentCal(); 
   positionloop(); 
    
         if(d>2150)// & repeat1==0) 
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         { 
           
       ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all=0x9555AAA1; 
       ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all=0x89999998; 
    ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN Xmission 
   ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
      ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000002;// Set TRS for all transmit  
   
     //while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000002) {} 
       ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF; 
       repeat1=1; 
       repeat=0;  
        
       } 
        
        
       CurrentCal(); 
        
       if(d<2150)// & repeat==0) 
       { 
        
         
ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all=0x9555AAA1; 
        ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all=0x89999997; 
         ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN  
               ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
       ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000002;// Set TRS for all transmit  
   
       //while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000002) {} 
         ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;  
         repeat=1; 
         repeat1=0; 
       }   
        
        
     }   
        
        
  spi_xmit(0x8050); 
      
     DELAY_US(300); 
      
     x=0; 
     check=0; 
 //spi_xmit(0x8050); 
     
      
      
       //DELAY_US(300); 
      
       ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all=0x9555AAA1; 
       ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all=0x12121212; 
       ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN Xmission 
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    ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
       ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000002;// Set TRS for all transmit mailboxes 
   
   //while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000004) {} 
       ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;   
        
       //DELAY_US(1000); 
        
      while(ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all!=0x11111111);  
        
           
     spi_xmit(0x7EA0); 
           
      
     while(x<11) // the span of the Y controller 
     { 
       positionloop(); 
      } 
       
end: spi_xmit(0x8050); 
     goto end;       
        
        
 } 
 
 
// The following sections are the subroutines for the SPI, ADC , current feedback and position feedback 
loops which are called from the main program. 
 
void spi_fifo_init()           
{ 
// Initialize SPI FIFO registers 
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=0; // Reset SpI 
 
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.all=0x000F;       //16-bit character 
   SpiaRegs.SPICTL.all=0x0006;        
// SpiaRegs.SPISTS.all=0x0000; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIBRR=0x001E;           // Baud rate 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.all=0xC028;      // Enable FIFO's, set TX FIFO level to 8 
    
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFCT.all=0x00; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIPRI.all=0x0010; 
     
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=1;  // Enable SpI 
 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.bit.TXFIFO=1; 
   
}  
 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a) 
{ 
 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5= 0; 
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    SpiaRegs.SPITXBUF=a; 
     
star:   if(SpiaRegs.SPISTS.bit.INT_FLAG==1) 
    { 
     dataread = SpiaRegs.SPIRXBUF; 
   GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5 =1; 
   
    } 
    else 
    { 
    goto star; 
 }  
 
} 
 
void InitAdc1() 
 
{ 
    AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all = 0x0000;       // Setup 2 conv's on SEQ1 
    AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV00 = 0x0; // Setup ADCINA3 as 1st SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV01 = 0; // Setup ADCINA2 as 2nd SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.CONT_RUN= 1;     // set continuous conversion 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x2040; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.SOC_SEQ1 = 1; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.EVA_SOC_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable EVASOC to start SEQ1 
 //   AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.INT_ENA_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable SEQ1 interrupt (every   
/* AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x0040; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.all= 0x2000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL3.all= 0x00E1; 
 AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCASEQSR.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCST.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ3.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ4.all= 0x0000; 
  
 */   
 
  //AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.RST_SEQ1 = 1;         // Reset SEQ1 
 
}   
 
void CurrentCal() 
       
{ 
          
    e=0;    
          
check_current: 
       Y=(AdcRegs.ADCRESULT0); 
       X=(Y >> 4); 
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       if(X>(d+200) | X<(d-200)) 
       { 
        
         if(e==3) 
         { 
          goto check_current1; 
           
         } 
          
        DELAY_US(25); 
        e=e+1; 
        goto check_current; 
         
       } 
        
       /*else 
       { 
       goto check_current1; 
        
       }*/ 
        
  check_current1:  d=X; 
   
      
      
      /*level=2048; 
           actual=d-2048; 
           forcey=(actual/10); 
             
         ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all=0x9555AAA1; 
       ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all=forcey; 
     ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN Xmission 
    ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
       ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000004;// Set TRS for all transmit 
mailboxes 
   
     while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000004) {} 
       ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF; */ 
} 
 
 
void positionloop() 
{ 
  if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA0==1)//Position feedback 
   { 
     
    if(check==0) 
    { 
         
     DELAY_US(40); 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA0==1) 
     { 
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      x++; 
      check=1;     
  
     } 
     
    } 
   } 
    
  else 
  { 
  check=0; 
  } 
} 
 
//=========================================================================== 
// No more. 
//=========================================================================== 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
c.  Program for the X axis controller for fuzzy controller 
 
//**************************************************************************** 
// Program created for Contour following applications on InFACT, UWE, Bristol. 
// X-axis control program. 
//**************************************************************************** 
#include "DSP28_Device.h" 
#include "math.h" // preprocessor commands  
#include "string.h"// preprocessor commands 
// Prototype statement for functions found within this file. 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadstart; 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_loadend; 
//extern unsigned int secureRamFuncs_runstart; 
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void InitECan(void);  // subroutine for the initialization of the CAN bus 
void spi_fifo_init(void); // subroutine for the initialization of the SPI (serial peripheral interface)           
module 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a); // subroutine for the transmission of the SPI 
void InitAdc1(void); // subroutine for the initialization of the A to D converter 
void CurrentCal(void); // subroutine for the Current feedback from the motor 
void PIDloop(void); // PID loop subroutine 
void positionloop(void); // subroutine number 1 for position feedback from the motor  
void positionloop1(void); // subroutine number 2 for position feedback from the motor 
extern void DSP28x_usDelay(unsigned long Count); 
 
 
#define NORULES 3 
#define NUMINPUTS 2 
 
typedef struct 
{ 
 int centre; 
 int width; 
 float activation; 
}MFNin; 
 
typedef struct 
{ 
 float control; 
}MFNout; 
 
typedef struct 
{ 
 MFNin lhs[NUMINPUTS]; 
 MFNout rhs; 
 float strength; 
}FRULE; 
 
void init_rules(void); 
void fuzzy(void); 
void eval_strengths(void); 
float Membership(MFNin,int); 
void eval_output(void); 
 
FRULE r[NORULES]; 
int input[NUMINPUTS]; 
float control=0; 
 
 
// Global variables for this program are as follows 
int j; 
Uint16 dataread; 
int x;//=0; 
Uint16 average; 
Uint16 y;//=0; 
int a,i; 
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int avg;  
Uint16 speed,speed1; 
Uint16 X,Y,Z;//=0; 
int d;//=0; 
int level,actual,forcex,forcey,ftotal; 
int e;//=0; 
int p;//=0; 
Uint16 final; 
double force; 
int can;//=0; 
int can1;//=0; 
Uint16 max_current;//=2048; 
int check;//=0; 
//short buffer[1000]; 
int trial; 
Uint16 error,errordot,sumerror,olderror;//=0; 
int control; 
int inc;//=0; 
int u;//=0; 
int t; 
 
 
 
//Main Program is as follows 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
 //memcpy(&secureRamFuncs_runstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadstart,&secureRamFuncs_loadend-
&secureRamFuncs_loadstart);  
 
// This function is used when the program has to be downloaded in the Flash memory of the DSP 
 
  
 //InitFlash (); // Flash subroutine for the DSP 
  
x=0; 
 y=0; 
 X=0; 
 Y=0; 
 Z=0; 
 d=0; 
 e=0; 
 p=0; 
 can =0; 
 can1=0; 
 max_current =2048; 
 check =0; 
 olderror =0; 
 inc =0; 
 u=0; 
 t=0; 
 
 InitSysCtrl(); // Initialise the system control registers, watchdog ,clocks to default state 
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    EALLOW;  // EALLOW and EDIS are the commands needed to access special purpose registers 
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = 0x3; // HSPCLK = SYSCLKOUT/6 clock speed is reduced 
    EDIS; 
  
    EALLOW; 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPAMUX.all =0X0000; // Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPADIR.all =0XF000;  // Pins used for input/output operations 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBMUX.all =0X0000; // Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioMuxRegs.GPBDIR.all =0X003F;  // Pins used for input/output operations 
    EDIS; 
 
    EALLOW;  
 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.all = 0X0000; //Pins used for GPIO routines 
 GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.all =0X0000; // Pins used for input or output routines 
    EDIS; 
  
    EALLOW; 
            GpioMuxRegs.GPFMUX.all =0x00CF; // Pins used for SPI and CAN facility   
            GpioMuxRegs.GPFDIR.all =0X004F;  // Pins used for input or output operations 
    EDIS; 
    // Select GPIOs to be SPI pins and CAN pins 
 
    InitECan (); // Initialise the A to D subroutine 
     
    EALLOW; 
    ECanaRegs.CANMC.bit.SUSP=1; 
    EDIS; 
 
    EALLOW; 
    SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.ADCENCLK=1; // ADC clock enable 
    EDIS; 
     
    InitAdc (); // ADC routine 
   InitAdc1 (); // ADC routine 
 
  Initrules (); 
  Fuzzy();   
 
    EALLOW; 
    SysCtrlRegs.PCLKCR.bit.SPIENCLK=1; //SPI clock enable 
    EDIS;    
     
// the following registers are used for initialization of the CAN registers 
//Write to the MSGID field of TRANSMIT mailbox MBOX0   
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MID.all = 0x9555AAA0; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MID.all = 0x9555AAA1; 
    ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MID.all = 0x9555AAA2;     
             
 ECanaRegs.CANMD.all = 0xFFFFFFF2;  
  
    // Specify that 8 bits will be sent/received 
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           ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MCF.bit.DLC = 8; 
            
            ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRL.all = 0x9555AAA0; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX0.MDRH.all = 0x89999999; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRL.all = 0; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all = 0; 
  
 //ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all = 0; 
 //ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all = 0; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MCF.bit.DLC = 8; 
  
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRL.all = 0x9555AAA2; 
 ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all = 0x11111111; 
  
 spi_fifo_init();   // Initialise the SPI of the processor 
    //spi_xmit(0x7FF0); 
    speed=0x7F00; //0x7E00;//0x7C00;//0x7A00;//less overshoot//changed from 0x7A00 fo deburring 
appl. 
    spi_xmit(speed); 
 
            // The speed command issues the signal to amplifier to move the motor until it interacts with an 
environment 
    //speed1=speed; 
    can=0; 
    control=1; 
     
    while(x<3) // This while loop was used to overcome a tight spot in the travel. This part is solely 
used for that purpose 
  { 
   positionloop1(); 
    } 
 /*  
checkpoint:if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1) //Position feedback 
   { 
    DELAY_US(2); // Delay of 2 micro seconds 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1) 
    { 
     x++;  
    } 
    else 
    { 
      goto checkpoint; 
    } 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    goto checkpoint; 
   } 
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   if(x>3)*/ 
  // { 
               d=2048; 
checkpoint1:   CurrentCal(); //Current calculation subroutine 
  
      if(d>1725) //changed the value from 1700 for deburring application  
       
    { 
     positionloop1(); 
     goto checkpoint1; 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        
                                     while(d<2060)//changed the value from 1700 for deburring application 
      { 
      //Reverse the motor to reduce overshoot 
                                                            // This part detects the interaction with the environment 
      //speed=speed-100; 
      speed=0x8600; 
      spi_xmit(speed); 
      CurrentCal(); 
      } 
     goto begin; 
    } 
 //  } 
     
 /*   else 
    { 
Zero: if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==0) 
       { 
       goto checkpoint; 
       } 
       else 
       { 
       goto Zero; 
       } 
    } 
*/     
     
begin: if(can==0) // The loop through the CAN  bus instruct the Y controller to start the travel across the 
work piece  
 { 
    
 ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF; //enables the CAN transmission 
 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
            ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000001; // Set TRS for all transmit mailboxes 
   
  while(ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000001) {} 
            ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;  
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           } 
      
       
      Can =1; 
//****************************************************************************      
   While (ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all! =0x12121212) //This loop is for an end of travel signal from 
the Y controller after the axes has finished its travel 
  { 
   
//****************************************************************************   
  
             
      While (ECanaMboxes.MBOX1.MDRH.all==0x89999998) //This loop is for a 
signal for X to get back into speed control 
       
        { 
          speed=speed+1; 
          if(speed>0x8100) 
          { 
           speed=0x8100; 
          } 
            spi_xmit(speed); // Transmit the speed 
            DELAY_US(300);  // Delay of 300 micro seconds 
            CurrentCal(); // Call the current subroutine 
             
                         
        } 
        
//******************************************************************************             
              
   // The following are the upper and lower current limits for the controller which are calibrated to force 
values to be exerted on the environment    
       
      if(d>2100 | d<2080) 
  { 
       
        while(d>2100) //& ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all!=0x12121212) 
        { 
         error=d-1700; // Calculate the error between the desired and actual current values 
         fuzzy (); // Call for the fuzzy subroutine 
         speed=speed-control; // The value for control variable is obtained from the fuzzy loop subroutine 
         spi_xmit(speed); 
         DELAY_US(200); // Delay of 200 microseconds 
         CurrentCal(); // Call the current feedback subroutine 
          
        } 
         
        
        
        
         while(d<2080)// & ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all!=0x12121212) 
        { 
         error=1700-d; // Calculate the error between the desired and actual current values 
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         fuzzy  ();// Call for the fuzzy subroutine 
         speed=speed+control; // The value for control variable is obtained from the fuzzyloop subroutine 
         spi_xmit(speed); 
         DELAY_US(200); // Delay of 200 microseconds 
         CurrentCal();// Call the current feedback subroutine 
          
        } 
        } 
         
        else 
        { 
        spi_xmit (speed); // If the current is within the desired upper and lower limits transmit the same speed 
values through the SPI 
        } 
         
     
 CurrentCal (); // Get the updated current value 
   
  } 
   
// the program control remains in the above while loop only till the Y axis is traversing the workpiece. As 
soon as  it reaches the end it issues a command and the X control comes out of the loop. Then the X 
controller goes back to its home position. It counts up the number of position counts it went to reach the 
surface and comes back the same number and reaches the HOME position.    
   
   t=0; 
   
   speed =0x8100; 
     spi_xmit (speed); // speed in negative X to go to READY position 
     check =0; 
   while (t<x) // x is the number of counts required to move towards the surface and 
                                                t is the number of counts coming back from the surface  
   { 
      
     Positionloop ();  
     //DELAY_US (300); // Delay of 300 micro seconds 
   } 
    
    
  spi_xmit (0x8000); //zero speed of X to retain ie to stop 
   
   
   
 ECanaRegs.CANME.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;//enables the CAN Xmission 
 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;    
            ECanaRegs.CANTRS.all = 0x00000004;// Set TRS for all transmit mailboxes 
  While (ECanaRegs.CANTA.all != 0x00000004) {} 
                                 ECanaRegs.CANTA.all = 0xFFFFFFFF;  
 
end:      goto end;   
     
 
}  
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 // The following are the various initialization subroutines declared at the beginning of the software. They 
include Serial peripheral interface (SPI) , analog to Digital Conversion (ADC), Fuzzy loop, Position 
feedback loop,         
 
//******************FUZZY LOGIC SOFTWARE BEGIN*********************************          
void init_rules() 
{ 
 
  r[0].lhs[0].centre=0; 
  r[0].lhs[0].width=100; 
  r[0].lhs[1].centre=0; 
  r[0].lhs[1].width=100; 
  r[0].rhs.control=2; 
   
   
  r[1].lhs[0].centre=100; 
  r[1].lhs[0].width=100; 
  r[1].lhs[1].centre=100; 
  r[1].lhs[1].width=100; 
  r[1].rhs.control=4; 
 
  
  r[2].lhs[0].centre=200; 
  r[2].lhs[0].width=100; 
  r[2].lhs[1].centre=200; 
  r[2].lhs[1].width=100; 
  r[2].rhs.control=6; 
 
} 
 
 
void fuzzy() 
{ 
 input[0]=d; 
 input[1]=derivative; 
 eval_strengths(); 
 eval_output(); 
} 
 
void eval_strengths() 
{ 
 int i,j; 
 for(i=0;i<NORULES;i++) 
 { 
 r[i].strength=1.0; 
  for(j=0;j<NUMINPUTS;j++) 
    { 
     r[i].strength *=Membership(r[i].lhs[j],input[j]); 
    } 
    } 
 
} 
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float Membership(MFNin mf, int xin) 
{ 
 float temp; 
 temp=mf.centre-xin; 
 if(temp<0.0) 
  { 
   temp= -temp; 
  } 
   
 if(temp>mf.width) 
  { 
  return 0.0; 
  } 
 else 
  { 
  return(1.0-temp/mf.width); 
  } 
} 
 
 
void eval_output() 
{ 
 int i; 
 float strength; 
 control=0; 
 strength=0.0; 
  
 for(i=0;i<NORULES;i++) 
 { 
  if(r[i].strength>0.0) 
   { 
     control +=r[i].strength*r[i].rhs.control; 
     strength +=r[i].strength; 
      
   } 
  } 
 
  if(strength>0.0) 
  { 
  control /=strength; 
  } 
   
} 
 
 
//***********************FUZZY LOGIC SOFTWARE END************************ 
 
void spi_fifo_init()           
{ 
// Initialize SPI FIFO registers 
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=0; // Reset SpI 
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   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.all=0x000F;       //16-bit character 
   SpiaRegs.SPICTL.all=0x0006;        
// SpiaRegs.SPISTS.all=0x0000; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIBRR=0x001E;           // Baud rate 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.all=0xC028;      // Enable FIFO's, set TX FIFO level to 8 
    
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFCT.all=0x00; 
   SpiaRegs.SPIPRI.all=0x0010; 
     
   SpiaRegs.SPICCR.bit.SPISWRESET=1;  // Enable SpI 
 
   //SpiaRegs.SPIFFTX.bit.TXFIFO=1; 
   
}  
 
void spi_xmit(Uint16 a) 
{ 
 GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5= 0; 
  
    SpiaRegs.SPITXBUF=a; 
     
star:   if(SpiaRegs.SPISTS.bit.INT_FLAG==1) 
    { 
     dataread = SpiaRegs.SPIRXBUF; 
   GpioDataRegs.GPBDAT.bit.GPIOB5 =1; 
   
    } 
    else 
    { 
    goto star; 
 }  
 
} 
 
 
 
void InitAdc1() 
 
{ 
    AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all = 0x0000;       // Setup 2 conv's on SEQ1 
    AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV00 = 0x0; // Setup ADCINA3 as 1st SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV01 = 0; // Setup ADCINA2 as 2nd SEQ1 conv. 
    //AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.bit.CONT_RUN= 1;     // set continuous conversion 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x2040; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.SOC_SEQ1 = 1; 
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.EVA_SOC_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable EVASOC to start SEQ1 
 //   AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.INT_ENA_SEQ1 = 1;  // Enable SEQ1 interrupt (every   
/* AdcRegs.ADCTRL1.all= 0x0040; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.all= 0x2000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCTRL3.all= 0x00E1; 
 AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCASEQSR.all= 0x0000; 
 //AdcRegs.ADCST.all= 0x0000; 
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 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ2.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ3.all= 0x0000; 
 AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ4.all= 0x0000; 
  
 */   
 
  //AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.RST_SEQ1 = 1;         // Reset SEQ1 
 
}  
 
void CurrentCal() 
       
{ 
          
    e=0;    
          
check_current: 
       Y=(AdcRegs.ADCRESULT0); 
       X=(Y >> 4); 
        
       if(X>(d+200) | X<(d-200)) 
       { 
        
         if(e==3) 
         { 
          goto check_current1; 
           
         } 
          
        DELAY_US(25); 
        e=e+1; 
        goto check_current; 
         
       } 
        
       else 
       { 
       goto check_current1; 
        
       } 
        
check_current1:  d=X; 
    if(d<max_current) 
         { 
         max_current=d; 
         } 
                   
         /*level=2048; 
         actual=level-d; 
         forcex=(actual/10); 
         forcey=ECanaMboxes.MBOX2.MDRH.all; 
         force=(forcey*forcey)+(forcex*forcex); 
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         ftotal=sqrt(force); 
         if(inc>50 & u<1000) 
         { 
         u++; 
         buffer[u]=ftotal; 
         inc=0; 
         } 
         else 
         { 
         inc++; 
         }*/ 
          
} 
 
void PIDloop() 
{ 
 
errordot=error-olderror; 
sumerror=sumerror+error; 
olderror=error; 
control=(0.001*error)+(0.01*errordot)+(0.001*sumerror);// PID Control Kp, Ki and Kd 
/*if(control>3) 
{ 
 control=2; 
} 
else 
{ 
control=1; 
}*/ 
control=1; 
} 
 
 
void positionloop() 
{ 
  if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)//Position feedback 
   { 
     
    if(check==0) 
    { 
       
    DELAY_US(40); 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)  
          {  
     
     t++; 
     check=1;       
       } 
        }     
      } 
    
  else 
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  { 
  check=0; 
  } 
} 
 
 
void positionloop1() 
{ 
  if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)//Position feedback 
   { 
     
    if(check==0) 
    { 
       
    DELAY_US(40); 
     
    if(GpioDataRegs.GPADAT.bit.GPIOA1==1)  
          {  
     
     x++; 
     check=1;       
       } 
        }     
      } 
    
  else 
  { 
  check=0; 
  } 
} 
 
 
//=========================================================================== 
// No more. 
//=========================================================================== 
 
 
 
